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MOREHEAD STATE'UNIVERSITY
SENATE MINUTES
Regul ar Meet; ng

o

January <7, 1983
'Chairperson Whitson' called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the

Adron Doran University Center, and determined that there was a quorum:
Members absent were:
*Senator Ell is
*Senator Overstreet

Senator J·inbo
Senator Will ard
Senator Morrison

*Senator
*Senator
*Senator
Senator
Senator

Busroe
Marshall
Rodger.s
Frankl in
Vanhoose

*Senator Flippin
Senator Blair
Senator Shanks
Senator Will iam

Robinson

Senators were advised to make the following adjustments in their rosters. Senators·
Alcorn and Burns have returned to serve their terms for the Spring semester after
having missed the Fall semester due to other university responsibilities. Senators
Hay and Peters will not be attending during the Spring semester due to other university
responsibilities and wi.ll be replaced by Senators Jinbo and Rodgers. respectively.
Senators Owen and Mahaney have been replaced by Senators Franklin and Walke in
accordance with Sena~e By-Laws. Section 2.b. '

Chairperson Whitson called for approval of the minutes (as distributed) of the previous
meeting. Senator Holton moved that the min'utes be approved with a second by Senator
:Alcorn. Motion carried.

o

In opening 'remarks, Chafrperson Whitson relayed President'Norfleet"s regrets that he

.would not be able to attend the Senate meeHng as planned.

He had been unexpectedly

summoned to Washington. D.C. by Congressman Perkins to testify before a Congressional
Committee.
Senator Whitson also presented a summary of recommendations/resolutions that had be.en

forwarded to President Norfleet during the Fall semester as well as the responses and
actions taken.. Included in this summary were items such as the identification cards
and the ceiling on the student activity fee. With regard to the resolution-- lI that
the Faculty Organizations Committee, or some other standing committee of the faculty,
review rank of initial appointments. tenure and leaves as well as promotion in rank.
The Commi,ttee itself should develop policy.u--Senator Emge provided an update on this
item. He stated that the President had held ~everal discusslons on this topic but

that no "final" response had yet been drafted.
all aspects of the resolution.

Senator Emge spoke at length about

Unfinished Business
A second and final reading was held on the proposed amendment t9 the Senate By-Lpws.
Final r'eading of Section 2.e.:
"
A senator serving a three-year term who, 'by reason of regularly assigned
unive"rsity responSibilities, wt11 be unable to attend Senate meetings for
up to one semes~er, shall give written authorization for another person
from the same constituency to serve as his/her replacement during the

o

period of absence.
*Senators gave noti'ce of th.etr absence in writing,

.

\

befor~

the fact .

o
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.
Senator Kappes moved that the Senate adopt th~ amendment. Senator Wells seconded .
. ·Discussion brought a question from Senator Crager on why a designation was made for
s·enators "serving a three-year term," when it should also apply to senators serving
less than three years, such .as student senators. Additional discussion brought a
motion to amend from Senator ~lells to delete the phrase "serving a .three-year term. II
Senator Crager· seconded. The motion to amend carried. The original motion as amended
carried. As a point of information, Senator Holt referred .the .Senate to Section 6.b.
.
of the By-Laws which states that all amendments ,to the By-Laws become effective immediately.
Commi. ttee Reports
Ad Hoc Committee on Campus Life - Senator Holdren reported that the wiring problems and
floor outlets in the typing classrooms of Combs Building had been corrected since it
was mentioned in the last Senate meeting. He thanked Senator Graham and his personnel
in the DiVision of Operations and Maintenance for their action on this matter. He had
nq further report.

o

Ad Hoc Committee on university EvaluatiOli Procedur:-es - Senator Holt reported that the
Committee had met and that it is the fee·ling of the Committee that there is·a need for
a careful study of thi s area.. However) they do not feel that as a Senate Committee
they should.be writing such procedures. They feel that the Senate should recommend this
be done and that the results be brought back to the Senate for review before they become
poli"cy, Extensive discu.ssi"on on evaluation procedures followed. Senator Kappes
reHerated the need for·some systematic way of evaluating personnel. Senator Wells
reHerated ~he need for better commun tca ti on of proposed· pol i ci es. The Senate needs
ti.me to act and react on policies. Senator Whitson stated that a recommendation was sent
to the President on this matter of the Senate receiving lIdraftll copies of polic"ies
and that she had been advised that he would act on it. In summation, Senator Whitson
accepted the Committeets report that there is a need for evaluation procedures which
is recognized as being very complex. She asked for volunteers to serve on the
Committee to draft a recommendation.
Ad Hoc Committee on Auditing Classes - no. report.
Ad Hoc Committee on Class Scheduling and Attendance· PQlicy -. n9 report.
Sena·tor Sprague reported that the·Faculty Concerns Committee had met and he brought
the following recommendation to the floor in the form of a motion: lithe Senate recommends·
the creati"on of a Faculty Standing Committee on Academic Standards, to include functi"ons
such as class attendance, course requirements, grade distribution, and admissions. lI•
Senator Mueller seconded~ Discussion followed with Senators expressing concern on the
need a.nd purpose of such a committee as well ·as the representation o.n and the charge of
toe .commtttee.. Senator Holton moved to refer. the recommendation batk to· the Faculty
COl)cerns COn1lT)tttee faY' further study. Senator. Gotsick seconded. Motion passed.

o

o
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Senator Harford inquired if there was a mechani-sm whereby members of the various s·tanding
committees could get together to share ideas and thus avoid duplicaticm of efforts.
Extensive dis'cu5sion followed on whether such a structure· does or could exist .. In sum-.
mation. Senator Whitson asked if the Senate feels this is something that should be
pursued, about how much information is being disseminated. by whom, and to whom. she
would entertain such a motion and appointment a com~ittee to look into the·matter.
Senator Mueller moved that .the meeting be adjourned.

Motion defeated.

5.enator Meade seconded.

Senator Conn reported that the· Administrative Concerns Committee ·had not yet had an·
opportuni~y to meet this semester.
There was no report .
. Senator Moran reported that the Support Staff Concerns Committee had two items of
concern that were referred to the Secretarial/Clerical Committee. Also.",.a concern
dealing with the tuition courtesy program on campus and the taking of a class during
normal office workin~ hours was addressed in a new University policy effective

January 3, 1983.
Senator Holdren had nothing to report from "the Student Concerns Committee at this time .

o

.Senator Kappes moved that the ·Senate lIrecommend ·to the Academic Vice President· and to

the President of the University· that a consistent policy/procedure be developed for
the compensati.on of persons holding the rank of adjunct faculty and other part-time
faculty members who teach after normal working hours in addition to their regular
duttes at the University. II Senator Meade seconded: Extensive discussion followed.
As a result of the discussion Senator Kappes restated his motion that,the Senate
urecommend to the President that persons who teach beyond the .normal academic load
and/or who teach in addition to their other university responsibilities, receive
additional compensation for that additional effort.1I Still more discussion followed.
Senator Sprague moved to refer the recommendation back to Senator Kappes for further
clarificati"on.
Senator Harford seconded .. Motion
passed.
.
.
. .
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 5:40 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Janice Smiley
Secretary

o

MOREHEAD STATE·UNIVERSITY
SENATE MINUTES
Regu 1ar Meeti ng
Janua ry ,7. 1983

Chairperson Whitson called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the
Adron Doran University Center, and determined that there was a quorum:
Members absent were :

*5enator Ell is
*5enator Overstreet
Senator Jinbo
Senator Wi liard
Sena tor Morrison

*Senator
*Senator
*Senator
Senator

Bus roe
Marshall
Rodgers

Franklin
Senator Vanhoose

*5enator Flippin
Senator Blair
Senator Shanks
Senator Will iam
Rob; nson

Se nators I'/ere advised to make the following adjustments in their rosters .

Senators

Alcorn and Burns have returned to serve their terms for the Spring semester after
having missed the Fall semester due to other university responsibilities. Senators
Hay and Peters will not be attending during the Spring semester due to other university
responsibilities and will be replaced by Senators J inbo and Rodgers, respectively .
Senators Owen and Mahaney have been rep la ced by Senators Franklin and Walke in
accordance with Sena!e By-laws , Sect ion 2. b.
Chairperson Whitson ca lled for approval of the minutes (as distributed) of the previous
meeting. Senator Holton moved that the minutes be approved with a second by Senator
Alcorn. Motion carried.
In opening "remarks, Chai"rperson Whitson r elayed President Norfleet ' s regrets that he
woul d not be able to attend the Senate meeting as planned. He had been unexpectedly
summoned to Washington, D.C. by Congress~n Perkins to testify before a Congressional
Commi ttee.
Senator Whitson also pre sented a summa ry of recommendations/ resolutions that had been
forwarded to President Norfleet during the Fall semester as well as the responses and
actions taken. Included in this surrrnary were items such as the identification cards
and the ceil ing on the student activity fee . With regard to the resolution -- "that
the Faculty Organizations Co~n;ttee, or some other standing committee of the facul ty ,
revi ew rank of initial apPointments, tenure' and leaves as well as promot ion in ra nk.
The Committ ee itself should develop policy.tJ -- Senator Emge provided an update on this
item. He stated that the President had held several di scussions on this topic but
that no "final u res ponse had yet been drafted . Senator Emge spoke at l ength about
al l aspects of the resolution.
Unfinished Business
A second and final read ing was held on the proposed amendment to the Senate By-Laws.
Fina l reading of Section 2. e.:
A senator serving a three-year term I>/ho, "by reason of regularly aSSigned
uni versity respon sibili ties, will be unable to attend Senate meeting s for
up to one semester, sha l l gi ve written authorization for another person
from the same constituency to serve as his-/ her replacemen t duri ng the
period of absence.
*Senators gave noti"ce of their absence in writing, before the fact.
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Senator Kappes moved that the Senate adopt th~ amendment. Senator Wells seconded.
Discussion brought a question from Senator Crager on \>/hy a designation was made for
senators "serving a three-year term." when it should also app ly to senators serving
less than three years, such as student senators. Additional discussion brought a
mot i on to amend from Sena tor ~le 11 s to de 1ete the phrase u serv i ng a three-year term.
Senator Crager seconded. The motion to amend carried. The original motion as amended
carried. As a point of information. Senator Holt referred the Senate to Section 6.b.
of the By-Laws which states that all amendments .to the By- Laws become effective immediately.
II

Committee Reports
Ad Hoc Committee on Campus Life - Senator Holdren reported that the wl rlng problems and
floor outl ets in the typing classrooms of Combs Building had been corrected since it
was mentioned in the last Senate meeting . He thanked Senator Graham and his personnel
in the Division of Operations and Maintenance for their action on this matter. He had
no further report .
Ad Hoc Committee on Lnivers;ty Evaluation Procedures - Senator Holt reported that the
Committee had met and that it is the fee l ing of the Committee that there is a need for
a careful study of thi s area. Ho\'/ever. they do not feel that as a Senate Committee
they should be writing such procedures. They feel that the Senate should recommend this
be done and that the results be brought back to the Senate for review before they become
pol icy . Extensive discu.ssion on evaluati on procedures fol lowed. Senator Kappes
reiterated the need for some systematic way of evaluating personnel. Senator Wells
reiterated the need for better communication of proposed policies. The Senate needs
time to act and react on policies . Senator Whitson stated that a recommendation was sent
to the President on this matter of the Senate receiving "draft" copies of policies
and that she had been advised that he would act on it. In summation. Senator Whitson
accepted the Committee ' s report that there is a need for eva l uation procedures which
is recognized as being very complex. She asked for vol unteers to serve on the
Committee to draft a recommendation.
Ad Hoc Committee on Auditi ng Classes - no report.
Ad Hoc Committee on Class Schedu l ing and Attendance Policy - no report.
Senator Sprague reported that the Faculty Concerns Committee had met and he brought
the following recommendation to the floor in the form of a motion: lithe Senate recommends '
the creation of a Faculty Standing Committee on Academic Standards, to include functions
such as class attendance, course requirements, grade distribution, and admissions .
Senator Mueller seconded . Discussion followed with Senators expressing concern on the
need and purpose of such a coumittee as well as the representation on and the charge of
the ·committee. Senator Holton moved to refer the recommendation back to' the Faculty
Concerns Committee for further study. Senator. Gotsick seconded . Motion passed.
1I
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Senator Harford inquired i f there was a mechanism whereby members of the various s·tanding
committees could get together to share ideas and thus avoid duplication of efforts.
Extensive discussion followed on whether such a structure does or could exist. In summation, Senator \~hitson asked if the Senate feel s this is something that should ,be
pursued, about how much ·information is being disseminated. by whom, and to whom, she
\'lOuld entertain such a motion and appointment a committee to look into the matter.
Senator Mueller moved that the meeting be adjourned .
Motion defeated.

Senator Meade seconded.

Senator Conn reported that the Administrative Concerns Committee had not yet had an ·
opportunity to meet this semester . There was no report.
Senator f~oran reported that the Support Staff Concerns Corrrnittee had two items of
concern that were referred to the Secretarial/Clerical Committee. Also, a concern
dealing with the tuition courtesy program on campus and the taking of a class during
normal office \'/Orkin£, hours was addressed in a new University policy effective
January 3, 1983.

Senator Holdren had nothing to report from the Student Concerns Committee at this time.
Senator Kappes moved that the Senate "recommend to the Academic Vice President and to
the Pres i den t of the Un;-vers ity tha t a cons is tent pol icy/procedure be developed for
the compensation of persons holding the rank of adjunct faculty and other part-time
faculty members who teach after normal wor king hours in addition to their regular
duties at the University.1I Senator Meade seconded . Extensive discussion followed .
As a result of the discussion Senator Kappes restated his motion that the Senate
"recommend to the President that persons who teach beyond the normal academic load
and/or who teach in addition to their other university responsibilities, receive
additional compensation for that additional effort." Still more discussion followed.
Senator Sprague moved to refer the recommendation back to Senator Kappes for further
clarification. Senator Harford seconded.. M!l.t ion passed.
There being no further business. the meeting was adjourned at 5:40 p.m.
Respectfully submitted.

Janice Smiley
Secretary

NOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
SENATE flIt/UTES

Regu l ar

~leeting

February 10 , 1983

Chairperson Whitson called the meeting t o order at 4: 15 p.m. i n the Ri ggle Room of t he
Adron Doran University Center, and determined t hat t here was a quorum.

Members abse nt were:
*Sena tor
Sena tor
Sena tor
*Sena tor
Sena tor

Overstreet

Clever

Jinbo
Alcorn
Got sick

*Senator Mars ha 11

Senator Pepper Tyree
Senator Karwatka
Sena tor Vanhoose
Sena tor Fl ip pin

Newly appo in ted Senato r s were wel comed t o our ra nks .

5ena tor Blair
Sena tor Cornett

Senator Breck Tyree
Senator Shanks
Senator He nsler
Senator Campbe ll
Senators Be n Ide n and

~l; ke

Campbel l have replaced Senators Morgan Adkins and William Rob i nson. respect ively.
Chairperson Whitson called for approval of the mi nutes (as distributed) of the
previous meeting . Senator ~Ie ll s moved that the mi nutes be approved with a second by
Senator Holton. Motion passed.
In openi ng remarks , Chairperson i'lhitson reported that on behalf of the Senate she
ha s received an upda ted copy of t he Uni vers i ty Pol icy and Procedures t~anua 1. The
Pres ident has assured the Cha irperson that the Senate will recei ve "draf t" copi es
of al l proposed pol ic i es .
Ne!tJ Busi ness

A first reading was held on the proposed amendment to the Senate By- Lal,/s. This
amendment will have its second and f i nal reading and be voted on at the next regularly
sc heduled meeting, February 24 , 1983. The first reading of t he amended Article I ,
Section 5:
A tota l of fifteen students are to be elected to the University Senate
for t wo-year stagger ed terms . Of the f i fteen, two are to be elected from
each Sc hoo l , and t hree are to be el ected f r om the student body at- large .
A student ; s defi ned as a person engaged in full - time undergraduat e and/or
gradua te study.

Committee Reports
Ad Hoc Committee on Class Schedu li ng and Attendance Policy - Th i s Committee has never
met due to a turnover i n its membership. Senator Whitson asked for vol unteers. one
Facu l ty representati ve and one student representative. to serve on t hi s Committee .
Ad Hoc Conmittee on Auditing Cl asses - The Committee has met, developed a questionnaire.
wh ich i s currently bei ng printed, and wil l be di stributed next week. Once responses
to the questionna i re have been reviewed the Committee will form ulate a recommendat ion
to present to the Senate .
*Senators have notice of their abse nce i n writing, before the fact.
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Ad Hoc Committee on Campus life - no report.
Senator Holdren reported that the Student Concetns Committee is currently conducting
a survey of graduate assistants to assess some of the problems they face. They will
have a more complete report at a later date.
On behalf of the Facul!x Concerns Committee. Senator Sprague reported that the motion
referred back to the Committee at the last meeting. dealing with the creation of a
Facu l ty Standing Committee on Academ i c Standards. is undergoing additional study and
wil l be brought back to t he, f l oor of the Senate at a l ater date ,
Senator Sprague also reported that t he Facu l ty Concerns Commi ttee had met and he
brought the follol'ling recommendati on to the floor: "The Un i versity Senate recommends
to the President, that in the sp i rit of shared governance and with a view to improving
inte~nal communi cations, that t he Facu l ty Concerns Committee of the University Senate
be the body that sel ects and submi ts the list of faculty members to the university
standing conrnittees for the approval of the full faculty.1I Extensive discussion
followed . In the discussion ;s was clarified that th i s recomme ndation addresses
facu l ty standing committees on I't hich no staff serve . Al so, se l ection of student
members to these committees would remain as currently practiced. Senator Emge
offered suggestions of alternatives for selection of the members to these various
standing committees. Senator Sprague explained that this recommendation 'o',as offered
as a means of somehow improving internal communicat i ons by having t hese committees
report back to the Senate. Senator Wells expressed concern that the Faculty Concerns
Committee of the Senate, being the most representative/elected body of the Faculty ,
cou l d better serve i ts constituents if these Senators were t he ones to ma ke the
recon~endations to these committee?
Senator Emge offered stil l other al ternatives
for better representation on the standing committees and for better distri bution of
the work load. After other brief comments the vote was taken. Mot i on carried.
After the vote, Senator Morrison expressed the need to distinguish between comnittees
with administrative dut i es and those that are related directly to facu l ty concerns,
so that the Senate will know exactly which comm i ttees the Facu l ty Concerns Committee
would be selecting representatives to and which committees the President would appoint
because of their university-wide responsibilities. Senator Morrison moved that a
Senate Committee be appoi nted to study the conmittee system exist i ng within the
University and to make recommendations for change! as needed. Senator Kappes seconded .
In the discussion that followed, Senator Holt stated that the Faculty does not have i ts
Ol'm legis lative body just as the students have the Student Government Assoc i ation.
The faculty is trying to work wi th . al l representatives of the Senate but i t might be
good if there were a forum such as a Faculty ·Senate to discuss faculty matters much
like the forum the students have in the Student Government Associat ion and the
admin i strators ha ve in the Cabinet . Additional discussion follO\'/ed with Senator
Emge offering various suggestions for organi zation and 9 0ver n an~e of faculty. He
expressed that these were very important issues that should be addressed. fl. vote
was taken and the mot ion carried . Senator Whitso n asked for vo l unteers to serve on
the Committee.
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Senator Conn reported that the Administrative Concerns Committee had no report at
the time.
Senator Jones reported that the Support Staff Concerns Committee had no report at
the time .
Senator Whitson then called on Senator Kappes who spoke on the Morehead State
University internal communications system.
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 5:40 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

anice.~miley~

Secretary

flOREHEAO STATE UNIVERSITY
SENATE MINUTES
Regular Meeting

February 10, 1983
Chairperson Whitson called the meeti,ng to order .at 4 :15 p.m . in the Rigg le Room of the

Adron Doran University Center, and determined that there
Members absent were:
*Sena tor Overstreet
Sena tor C1ever
Sena tor Jinbo
*5enator Alcorn
5ena tor Gotsick

*Senator Marsha 11
Sena tor Pepper Tyree
Senator Karwatka
Sena tor Vanhoose
Sena tor Flippin

~/as

a quorum.
$ena tor Blair
Senator Cornett
Senator Breck Tyree
Senator Shanks
Senator Hensler
Senator Campbell

Newly appointed Senators were welcomed to our ranks. Senators Ben Iden and ~like
Campbell have replaced Senators Morgan Adkins and William Robinson, respectively .
Chairperson Whitson ca lled for approval of the minutes (as distributed) of the
previous meeting. Senator Hells moved that the minutes be approved with a second by
Senator Ho lton. Motion passed .
In opening remarks, Cha irperson vlhitson reported that on behalf of the Senate she
has received an updated copy of the University Policy and Procedures Manual. The
President has assured the Chairperson that the Senate will receive Udraft" copies
of all proposed policies.
NeltJ Busi ness
A fi rs tread i n9 wa s he 1d on the proposed amendment to the Sena te By-Laws. Thi s
amendmen t will have its second and final reading and be voted on at the next regularly

scheduled meeting, February 24, 1983.
Section 5:

The first reading of the amended Article I,

A total of fifte en students are t o be elected to the University Senate
for two-year staggered terms. Of the fifteen, two are to be elected from
each School, and three are to be elected from the student body at-large.
A student is defined as a person engaged in full-time undergraduate and/or
gradua te study.
Committee Reports
Ad Hoc Committee on Class Sched uling and Attendance Policy - This Committee has never
met due to a turnover in its membership. Senator Whitson asked for volunteers, one
Faculty representative and one student representative, to serve on this Committee.
Ad Hoc Committee on Auditing Classes - The Committee ha s met, developed a questionnaire,
which is currently be ing printed, and will be distributed next week. Once responses
to the questionnaire have been reviewed the COlTlll1~ ttee will formulate a recommendation
to present to the Senate.
*Senators have notice of their absence in \. . riting, before the fact .

.'
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Ad Hoc Committee on Campus Life - no report.
Senator Holdren reported that the Student Concetns Committee is currently conductinQ
a survey of graduate assistants to assess some of the problems they face. They wil i
have a more complete report at a later date.
On behalf of the Faculty Concerns Committee, Senator Sprague reported that the motion
referred back to the Committee at the last meeting, dealing with the creation of a
Faculty Standing Committee on Academic Standards, is undergoing additional study and
will be brought back to the, floor of the Senate at a later date .
Senator Sprague also reported that the Faculty Concerns Committee had met and he
brought the fo11ol'/ing recommendation to the floor: "The University Senate recommends
to the President, that in the spirit of shared governance and with a view to improving
internal communications, that the Faculty Concerns Committee of the University Senate
be the body that se lects and submits the list of facu l ty members to the university
stand i ng corrunittees for the a pprova 1 of the fu 11 facu lty. It Extens i ve di scu ss ; on
fo1lowed. In the discussion is was clarified that this recommendation addresses
faculty standing conrnittees on which no staff serve . Also, selection of student
members to these committees would remain as currently practiced. Senator Emge
offered suggestions of alternatives for selection of the members to these various

standing committees. Senator Sprague explained that this recolTJl1endation "as offered
as a means of somehow improving internal communications by having these committees
report back to the Senate . Senator Wells expressed concern that the Faculty Concerns
Committee of the Senate, being the most representative/elected body of the Faculty,
could better serve its constituents if these Senators were the ones to make the
reconvnendat i ons to these corrmittee~. Senator Emge offered still other alternatives
for better representation on the standing committees and for better distribution of
the workl oad. After other brief comments the vote \'las taken. Motion carried.
After the vote, Senator Morrison expressed the need to distinguish bebleen corrmittees
I'lith administrative duties and those that are related directly to faculty concerns,
so that the Senate \'Ii 11 know exactly which committees the Faculty Concerns Committee
I'lould be selecting representatives to and which committees the President would appoint
because of their university-wide responsibil Hies . . Senator Morrison moved that a
Senate Committee be appointed to study the conunittee system existing tlithin the
University and to make recommendations for change, as needed. Senator Kappes seconded .
In the discussion that followed, Senator Holt stated that the Faculty does not have its
own legislative body just as the students have the Student Government Association.
The faculty is trying to work I'/ith· all representatives of the Senate but it might be
good if there were a forum such as a Faculty 'Senate to discuss faculty matters much
like the forum the students have in the Student Government Association and the
administrators have in the Cabinet. Additional discussion followed with Senator
Emge offering various suggestions for organization and governan~e of faculty. He
expressed that these were very important issues that should be addressed. A vote
was taken and the motion carried . Senator Whitson asked for volunteers to serve on
the Committee.

.'

,
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Senator Conn reported that the Administrative Corcerns Committee had no report at
the time.

Senator Jones reported that the Support Staff Concerns Committee had no repcrt at
the time.
Senator

\~hitson

then called on Senator Kappes who spoke on the Morehead State

University internal commun i cati ons system.
There being no further business. the meeti ng was adjourned at 5:40 p.m .
Respectfu ll y submitted,

anice.~miley~

Secretary

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
SENATE MINUTES

Regular Meeting
February 24, 1983

o

Chairperson Wh.itson called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the
Adran Doran University Center •. and determined that th.ere was a quorum. Members

absent were':

*Senator John "Graham
*Senator Conn
Sena tor Ell is
Sena tor Walke
Senator Hi ckman
Senator Clever
Senator Jinbo

·Senator Morrison

Sena tor Flippin

Sena tor Meade
*Sena tor James Rob; nson

senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

*$enator Marshall
*Senator Burns
*Senator Franklin
*Senator Vanhoose

Bl air
Fryman
Breck Tyree
Zuniga
BrOl'1n

Senator Shanks
*Senator Holdren

The .Secretary indicated an error in the minutes of the 'February 10 meeting.

Under

New Business. the proposed amendment is to the Senate'Constitution not By-Laws.
Chairperson Whitson called for approval of the minutes as amended of the previous
meeting.. Senatbr Harford moved that the.minutes be approved with a second by ,
Senator Gotsi'ck. Motion carried:
In opening remarks, Chairperson Whftson commented on the recommendation that was
forwarded to the "Presi'dent as a result of action taken at the February 10 meeting.

o

Unfinished Business'
A second and final .reading was held.on the proposed amendment to the Senate Constitution.
Final readi.ng of amended Article I, Section 5:
A total of fifteen students are to be elected to the University Senate for
two-year staggered terms. Of the fifteen, two are. to be elected from each
School, and three are to be elected from the student body at-large. A student
is defined as a person engaged in full-time undergraduate and/or graduate·

study.
Senator Spr'ague offered a friendly amendment to' change the wording from l!three ll to
lithe remainder ll • Such a change would not make it necessary to amend the Constitution
should there ever be a change in the number of schools at the University. Senator
Holton seconded. After extensive discussion the motion carried~ Call for the
questi on on the "'amended" amendment to the Sena te Consti tuti on, Afti c 1 e I. Secti on 5:
. A total of fifteen. students are to be elected to the tJniversity Senate for
tWQ-year staggered terms. Of the fifteen, two are to be elected from'each
Schoo 1 •. and the rema i nder are to be elected from the student body at-l arge.
A student is defined as' a person engaged'. in full-time undergraduate and/or

graduate study.
Amendment passed.

o

*Senat~)rs

gave notice of their absence in writing, before tbe fact ..

o
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New Business
In acc:ordanc~ with the Senate Consti'tution, Article II, Section 2, th~ Senate
accepted nomioations for Chairperson~Elect for 1983-84. Senator,Wells nominated
Senator Sprague with a second from Senator Holton. There being no other nominations,
Senator Mueller moved that nominations cease, with a second from Senator Ris.
Motiqn carried. Senator Sprague was accepted as, Chairpers'on-Elect for 1983:-84.
Committee Reports
Ad Hoc Committee on Cla~s Scheduling and Attendance Policy - In the absence of Senator
Marshall, Senator Ris report~d that the Commtttee had met. In their discussioUls' ,
it was noted thai in September, 1980, a Committee of the Senate was charged with
studying student '!ibsenteeism. In October, 1980, that same Committee recommended to
the Senate that a study of absenteeism be conducted by each of the schools at the end
of the' Fa,ll Semester, 1980~ That .Committee also recommended that the then current
Vice President for Academic Affairs consider certain points for inclusion in the
Faculty and Student Handbooks. Most of those recommended points are now included'
in current pubHcations. However, the current (1983)" Ad Hoc Committee recommends
that the Vice President.for Academic Affairs check· to see what was ever done about
the Fall 1980 study' on absenteeism, and to see if the inclusion of the following
paragrapn from the 1980 Committee would be pertinent.

o

HRegular class attendance is expected of all students. 'Instructors are
responsi'ble for dealing with absentees in a manner consistent with
departmental policy. Since attendance policies vary among departments
and for courses within departments, it is important for students to be
famil tar ·wi."th the pol icy announced· by their instructors at the
b.egi.nning of each course,
1,1

o

•

. Ad Hoc Committee Qn Auditing Classes - Senator Overstreet stated that his Committee
had been charged with looking at the current practice on auditing classes from an
attendance standpoint. He cited the current policy from the University catalogs,
I1An individual who wishes to audit a class must apply to the Director of Admi~sions.
No credit will be given for this work, nor will the student be permitted to take, an
examination for credit. Tuition is the same for credit or auditing.ll In light of
this stated p·olicy and the fact that a student would not even be allowed to take
an examination for credit, the Committee sought input from the Senate as to whether
there really was a need for further study on thi.s matter. Senator Cornett, a
member of the Ad Hoc Committee, presented statistics that 112 students are currently
enrolled as auditors of classes. Extensive discussion followed. Ouring the .
discussion,· Senator Overstreet was asked if he had found an abus.e of the auditing
system where auditors were depriving other students from taking a particular course.
He stated that 112 auditors out of a student body numbering approximately 6,300
would not appear to indi"ca~e an abuse. Senator Emge suggested that if there were
a proQlem of a high demand course attracting a great number of auditors to the
detriment of those that needed the course for credit, perhaps ·the computer could
be so cued at Regi"strati"on, that an audit would not appear as a legitimate class
regi.strati.on until there wer.e spaces left. Senator Wells suggested that in light
of the~e discuss.i"ons, the Ad Hoc Commi"ttee be relieved from its responsibinty.
Senator Qyers;treet wi'll prepare a summary' of the Commi'ttee findings and. conclusions.

o
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Ad Hoc Committee on University Committee"Structu'l"e - Senator Emge reported that the (.

Committee had met, reviewed a number of documents, the current Faculty Handbook,
and a Ildraft" of the revised Faculty Handbook. The next step for the Ad Hoc Committee
is to look at the total complex of the commHtees; arrange them in a rational fashion,

and·schematize them as shown by the handout (see attached).

The Ad Hoc Committee

wi 11 then loak a tall of the committees with respect to' 5 i x i terns: 1) who appai ntsl
elects the committee; 2) how ts the chair selected; 3) what'is the term 'of office;

.4) what are the reporting. responsibilities;
commi,ttl?e;

and 6) wbat are the

~rchiva1

5) what is the composition of the

responsibi1 ities of the committee.

The Support Staff Concerns Committee had no report.
The Student
Concerns -Committee had no report.
,
,

The Faculty Concerns Committee. had no report.
The Administrative Concerns Committee had no .report.
There being no further business. the meeting was adjourned at 5:.15 p.m.
,

-

Respectfu 11y $ubm; tted,

O~y~
Secretary

o

." -~

MOREHEAO STATE UNIVERSI TY
SENATE MINUTES
Regu 1a r [·leet i ng
March 24 . 1983

Chairperson Whitson ca lled the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the
Adron Doran University Cente r, and determined that there I'las a quorum. Members
absent were:
*Senator
Sena tor
*Senator
Senator
Senator
*Senator
*Senator

Conn
Ell is
Walke
Jinbo
Morrison
Wells
Gotsick

Senator Meade
Senator Burns
Senator Pierce
Senator Flippin

*Senator Blair
Senator Cornet t
*Senator Beck

Senator
*Senator
Senator
*Senator
*Senator

BrO\·m
Hensler
Meado\oJs
Holdren
Holton

Senator Campbell

Chairperson Whitson called for approval of the minutes (as distributed) of the
prev i ous meet i n9. Sen a tor Marshall moved that the minutes be approved \oJith a
second by Senator Graham. Motion passed.
Chai r person Whitson reported that President Norfleet has requested to meet \I/ith the
Univers i ty Senate during the regularly scheduled meeting on April 28 , 1983. Also,
in response to a recommendation from the Senate at the February 10 meeting as follows:
.. The Un i vers i ty Senate recorrunends to the Pres i dent. that in the sp i rit of

shared governance and with a view to improving internal communications,
that the Faculty Concerns Committee of the University Senate be the body
that selects and submits the list of faculty members to the university
standi ng camm; ttees for the approva 1 of the full facul ty. "
Pres ident Norfleet responded with the suggestion that this recommendation be referred
to the University Senate Ad Hoc Commi ttee on University Committee Structure for
eva luation. He I'/ould like to have a recommendation based on t he study of that
Committee . In response, Senator Emge reported that currently the Faculty Organization
Committee i s revising the existing promotions policy, that he is involved in extensive
research into just I'lhat the contents should be of a tenu re policy, and that he i s
I'/Orking with the Deans in developing a more active sabbatica l pol icy.
Committee Reports
Ad Hoc Committee on University Committee Structure - Senator Emge reported that the
Committee has not had an opportunity to meet.
Ad Hoc Committee on Campus Life - no report .
El ecti ons Comm; ttee - Sena tor Dowdy reported tha t the nom; nat i on and dec 1a rat; on of
candidacy forms were .mailed to each university employee on March 15. Dead l ine for
return i n9 these forms is Ma rch 25. The Commi ttee will meet at 4:00 p.m., Fri day ,
i~arch 25 to determine from the candidacy forms , who will be on the ballots for the
April 20 e 1ecti'on.
The Admin i strative Concerns Committee had no report.

*Senators gave notice of their absence in I'lrit ing, before the fact .

-.
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Th e Support Sta ff Concerns Comm ittee - Senator Jones brought up the subject of
di sabil ity i ncome insurance.

He turned the floor over to Se nator Crager wh o

prov ided an overv iew on the need for such insurance. He reported that the Fringe
Benef its Committee had discussed t his subject. ' He also reported that the subject
had bee n raised in Cabinet meetings.

The cu r rent

(~1arch)

issue of Consumer Repor ts

magazine contains an article on the importan ce of disability income insurance and
Senator Crager reported several of the more important points of the article. He
requested any Senator s who are or were members of the Fringe Benefits Committee to
bring before the Sena te their feeli ngs/discuss i ons on the matter a nd he r ecommended
that the Senate ta ke some act ion on thi s issue to bri ng it to the Fringe Be nefits
Comm i t t ee or to t he Pre side nt as a possible fringe benefit fo r 1983-84. Extensive
di sc uss ion followed . Senator Kappes moved that the University Senate recommended
" that disability insurance be considered. as a bu dgetary item . for a fringe benefit
for university emp loyee s and tha t t he Insurance Corrrnitee , or \'Ihomeve r . look into
the feas i"bi 1 ity and imp 1ementa ti on of such a pl a n . II With a secon d from Sena tor Emge I
the motion carri ed.
The Stude nt Conce rns Committee had no repor t.
The Facult y Concern s Comm i ttee - Senator Sprague reported fi ve recorrrnendations from
the Committee and one item of inquiry . * Recommendation #1:
liThe Senate recommends to the President that the Calendar Committee seek
to meet with appropriate Rowan County School System personnel in order
to attempt t o coordinate Morehead State Un ivers i ty's and Rm'la n County's
spring breaks.
II

Senator Sprague moved that the Senate accept this recommenda t i on with a second by
Se nator Harford. Extensive discussion follo\·Jed . Senato r Van Hoose offered a friendly
amendment to inc l ude the Fleming Cou nty School System i n t hi s effor t t o coo rd i nate
spring break s . After additional discussion , the vote was taken a nd the motion carried.
Recommendat ion #2 :
liThe Senate reconvnends to the Preside nt t hat no cl ass es be sc hedule d from
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m . during the Fall and Spring semesters. "
Senator Sprague moved that the Senate accept tliis rec oITUnendat i on \>Iith a second by
Senator Alcorn. Senator Overst r eet vo i ced opposition to th i s recommendat i on on the
basis that blocki ng out an hou r of t i me on any day would be di sast r ous t o cours e s
in his area . Senator Kappes s uggested not blocking out this hour every day but
perhaps just t\'lO days per v/eek. Senator Emge suggested that this motion \'ldS too
specific. He suggested a thorough study of the weekly calendar and offered the
follO\'Jing amendment:
"The Senate recoTmlends a study of the I'leekly cla ss s chedu le/ca l e ndar to
exam ine the feasibility of a sche dule that will permit a regular period
set asid e for meeti ngs and add r ess the iss ue of Friday ab senteeism . II
Senator Kappes seconded. Exte nsive discussion fol l owed . Cha irpers on Whi tson ruled
that the amendment was not germane to the original motion and wou l d not be considered
":: See a ttachme nt for item of inquiry .
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as an amendment. Senator Holt offered a friendly amendment to the original motion,
limiting the number of days to be set aside, \'Iith no classes scheduled during
11 :30 a . m. to 12:30 p.m., to three days per week, such as Tuesday/Thursday/Friday .

Senator Gurley seconded. Extensive discussion followed. The friendly amendment
was then voted on and defeated. The original motion of Senator Sprague was then
voted on and defeated.
Senator Emge than offered the follOl'ling motion with a second from Senator Crager :
"The Senate recommends a study of the It/eekly class schedule/calendar to
examine the feasibility of a schedule that \'Iill permit a regular period
set aside for meetings and address the issue of Friday absenteeism."
Senator Crager requested that the group be identified that It/ould look at this issue
and accept responsibility. Senator Emge accepted responsibility. The motion was
then voted on and carried .
Recommendation #3:
"The Faculty Concerns Committee recorrrnends that an ad hoc Senate committee
be appointed to study the status of female employees at Morehead State
University. The committee should investigate initial appointments, rank ,
salary, and administrative appointments, and should prepare a It/ritten
report to be presented to the Senate no later than April 14~ 1983 . "
Senator Sprague moved that the Senate accept this recorrrnendation with a second by
Senator Harford.
At this point in the meeting there was no longer a quorum ;n attendance and discussion
of business matters ceased . The meeting was adjourned at 5:20 p.m.
Respectfully sub

~~ey
Secretary

/11111_3

.-

/0-<;

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
SENATE MINUTES
Regular

r~eet;ng

Ma rch 24, 1983

Chairperson Whitson called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the
Adron Doran University Center, and determined that there was a quorum. Members
absent \'Iere:

*Senator Conn
Senator Ell is
*Senator Walke
Sena tor J i nbc

Senator Morrison
*Senator Wells
*Senator Gotsick

Senator ~Ieade
Senator [3u rn s
Senator Pierce
Senator Flippin

*Senator Blair
Senator Cornett
*Senator Beck

Senator BrO\·m
*Sena tor Hensler

Senator Meadows
*Senator Holdren
*Senator Holton
Senator Campbell

Chairperson Whitson ca l led for approval of the minutes (as distributed) of the
previous meeting . Senator Marshall moved that the m; nutes be approved \'Ji th a
second by Senator Graham. Motion passed.
Cha i rperson Wh; t50n reported tha t Pres i dent Norfl eet has reques ted to meet \'Iith the

University Senate during the regularly scheduled meeting on April 28, 1983. Also,
in response to a recommendation from the Senate at the February 10 meeting as follows :
liThe University Senate recommends to the President , that in the spirit of
shared governance and with a view to improving internal communications,
that the Faculty Concerns Committee of the University Senate be the body
that selects and submits the list of faculty members to the university
standing committees for the approval of the full faculty . "

President Norfleet responded with the suggestion that this recommendation be referred
to the University Senate Ad Hoc Committee on University Committee Structure for
evaluation. He would like to have a recolMlendation based on the study of that
Comm; t tee. ] n response. Sena tor Emge reported tha t current ly the Faculty Organ; za ti on
Committee ;s revising the existing promotions policy, that he is involved in extensive
r ese arch into just what the contents should be of a tenure pol icy, and that he is
working with the Deans in developing a more active sabbatical pol i cy.
Committee Reports
Ad Hoc Committee on University Con~;ttee Structure - Senator Emge reported that the
Committee has not had an opportunity to meet.
Ad Hoc Committee on Campus Life - no report.
Elect ions Committee - Senator DOl-Idy reported that the nomination and declaration of
candidacy forms were mailed to each university employee on March 15. Dea dline for
returning these forms is March 25 . The Conmittee \·lill meet at 4:00 p.m., Friday,
March 25 to determine from the candidacy forms, who will be on the ballots for the
April 20 election .
The Admi ni s tra t i ve Concerns Commit tee had no report.

*Senators gave notice of their absence in wr; ting, before the fact.

.'
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The Support Staff Concerns Committee - Senator Jones brought up the subject of
disability income insurance.

He turned the floor over to Senator Crager who

provided an overview on the need for such insurance. He reported that the Fringe
Benefits Committee had discussed this subject. "He also reported that the subject
had been raised in Cabinet meetings. The current (~~rch) issue of Consumer Reports
magazine contains an article on the ilnportance of disability income insurance and
Senator Crager reported several of the more important points of the article. He
requested any Senators who are or ...,ere members of th e Fringe Benefits Committee to

bring before t he Senate their feelings/discussions on the matter and he recommended
that the Senate take some action on t his issue to bring it to the Fringe Benefits
Committee or to the President as a possible fringe benefit for 1983~84. Extensive
discussion followed. Senator Kappes moved that the Universi ty Senate recommended
flthat disability insurance be considered, as a budgetary item. for a fringe benefit
for university employees and that the Insurance Commitee. or whomever, look in t o
the feasibility and implementation of such a plan . 1! With a second from Senator Emge .
the motion carried.
The Student Concerns Committee had no report .
The Faculty Concerns Committee - Senator Sprague reported five recommendations from
the Committee and one item of inquiry. * Recommendation #1;
"The Senate recommends to the President that the Calendar Committee seek
to meet with appropriate Rowan County School System personnel in order
to attempt to coordinate Morehead State University's and Rowan County's
spri n9 breaks . I!
Senator Sprague moved that the Senate accept this recommendation \.,.ith a second by
Senator Harford . Extensive discussion follo!,o/ed. Senator Van Hoose offered a friendly
amendment to include the Fleming County School System in this effort to coordinate
spring breaks. After additional discussion, the vote was taken and the motion carried .
Recon:mendation #2:
"The Senate recommends to the President that no classes be schedul ed from
11: 30 a.m. to 12 : 30 p.m. during the Fall and Spring semesters."

Senator Sprague moved that the Senate accept this recommendation vlith a second by
Se nator Alcorn. Senator Overstreet voiced oPPosition to this recommendation on the
basis that blocki ng out an hour of time on any day would be disastrous to courses
in his area . Senator Kappes suggested not blocking out this hour every day but
perha ps just two days per v,oeek. Senator Emge suggested that this motion t'/as too
spec ifi c . He suggested a thorough study of the 1,o/eekly calendar and offered the
follm·ling amendment:
"The Senate recoIMlends a study of the 't/eekly class schedule/calendar to
examine the feasibility of a schedule that will permit a regular period
set aside for meetings and address the issue of Friday absenteeism . "
Senator Kappes secpnded. Extensive discussion follm·/ed. Chairperson l~hitson ruled
that the amendment wa~ not germane to the original motion and would not be consi dered
~~

See attachment for item of inquiry.
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as an ame ndment. Senator Holt offered a friendly amendment to the origina l motion,
limiting the number of days to be set aside, with no classes scheduled during
11 :30 a . m. to 12:30 p.m., to three days per week, such as Tuesday/Thursday/Friday.
Senator Gurley seconded. Extensive discussion followed. The friendly amendment
\-/as then voted on and defeated . The original motion of Senator Sprague \1aS then
voted on and defeated .
Senator Eroge than offered the follOl-ling motion with a second from Senator Crager :
"The Senate recommends a stuOY of the weekly class schedule/calendar to
exami ne the feasibility of a schedule that will permit a regular period
set aside for meetings and address the issue of Friday absenteeism. II
Senator Crager requested that the group be identified that \1ould look at this issue
and accept re sponsib il ity. Senator Emge accepted responsibility. The motion was
then voted on and carried.
Recommendation #3:
"The Faculty Concerns Committee reconmends that an ad hoc Senate committee

be appointed to study the status of female employees at Morehead State
University. The committee should investigate initial apPOintments, rank,
salary , and administrative appointments . and should prepare a written
report to be presented to the Senate no later than April 14,1983 . "
Senator Spr ague moved that the Senate accept this recommendation with a second by

Senator Harford.
At this point in the meeting there !,-Ias no longer a quorum in attendance and discussion
of business matters ceased. The meeting \~as adjourned at 5:20 p.m .

Respectfully sub

9:=ey
Secretary

.

t~OREHEAD

STATE UNIVERSITY
SENATE mNUTES

Regular Heeting
April 14, 1983

o

Chairperson Whitson called the meeting to order at 4:15 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the
Adron Doran University Center. and determined that there was a quorum. Members
absent were:

Senator Emge
Senator John Graham
*Senator Crager
Se·nator Conn
*5enator Ell i s
*5enator Walke

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Hi ckman
Overstreet
Clever
Willard

Senator Al corn
Senator Gurley
*Senator Mueller
Senator Meade
Senator Holt
*5enator t·larshall
Senator Pepper Tyree

Senator Burns
Senator Franklin
Senator Dixon

Senator Flippin
Senator B1 ai r

Senator Ron Jones
Senator Cornett
Senator Beck
Senator Hensler
Senator E1 dri dge

Senator Holdren
Senator Polen

Chairperson Whitson called for approval of the minutes {as distributed} of the previous
meeting. Senator Wells moved "that the minutes be approved with a second by Senator
Holton. Motion passed.

o

Chairperson Whitson referred the Senators to the memorandum from President Norfleet
whe~ein he responded to the most recent Senate recommendations and to the proposed
recommendati-ons that wi 11 be taken under consi derati on thi s day.
With regard to Recommendation #1 on the coordination of Morehead State University's
Spring Break with those of the Rowan. and Fleming County School Systems, various
Senators expressed puzzlement over the need to coordinate Spring Bre'ak with other
universities in the Ohio Valley Conference. Still other comments and concerns
regarding Spring Break ~nd the "mid-term" of the school year included: a desire to
coordinate Morehead State University's Spring Break and those of the other regional
universities and the Spring Breaks of the county school systems which is usually
.. during a period of "statewide professional meetings; a concern that Spring Break "'"
would not necessarily have to be held "mid_term lt in the school year and that perhaps
later in the semester would be more appropriate and allow more time for academics
such as mid-term reports; a comment that the phrase "mid-term ll is misleading in that
it really is not mid-point of the semester and that a check of the calendar will
reveal more class hours before Spring Break than after, and that Spring Break could
really be set any time it is desired. As a member of the Calendar Committee,
Senator Kappes said he welcomed the expressions of the Senate on the timing of
Spri n9 Break.
Unfinished Business
Continuing with the Recommendations of the Faculty Concerns Committee from the
March 24, 1983 meeting, Recommendation #3 had been presented as a motion" seconded,
and is as follows:

o

"The Facul ty Concerns Committee recommends that an ad hoc Senate commi ttee
be appointed to study the status of female ,employees at Morehead State:
University. The committee should investigate initial appointments, rank,
salary, and administrative appointments, and should prepare a written
report to be presented to the Senate no later than April 14, 1983."

*Senators gave notice of their absence in writing, before the fact.
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o

Due to the fact that it is quite late in the semester, Chairperson Whitson gave
this Recommendation back to the Standing Committee that brought it and asked them
to deal with it as a Committee of the whole.

Senator Sprague as Chairperson of the

Faculty Concerns Committee reported that the Committee has a document consisting of
approximately 40 pages of data which presents an historical overview of female
faculty (1934-1983)& a comparison of salary and rank by Sex (1982-83). He emphasized
this is a "draft U document, purely data, not intended to draw conclusions.

Upon

request he will make copies of this document available to Senators. Senator Sprague
asked for input from the Senate on" whether they would like to continue work on this
issue next serr.ester. Senator Wells suggested sending a Ildraftll cODy of this document
to the group that is currently studying the issue. When Chairpers'on Whitson asked
for direction from the Senate on the handling of this IIdraftLi documents it was
suggested that she send it to the President as a matter of information.
Recommendation #4:
"The Senate recommends to the President the following regarding merit raises:
Whereas it is current practice for differential levels of annual salary
increments to be awarded Morehead State University faculty;
Whereas no objective standard has been established for arriving at
differential pay increases;

o

Whereas in the absence of published objective criteria, awards may be
subject to favoritism or patronage;
Whereas a clearly articulated merit raise policy would serve to challenge
faculty toward greater professional effort and increase faculty morale;
Be it resolved that objective criteria for merit raises be established at the
departmental level and be put into place after being agreed to by their
respective faculties. 11
Senator James Robinson moved that the Senate accept this recommendation with a
second by Senator Holton. In discussion Senator Sprague referred the Senators to
President Norfleet's memorandum and his statement that specific criteria are being
developed. The motion \lias then voted on and passed.
Recommendation #5:
"The Senate recommends to the President, the eli'mination of mid-term ,grades."
Senator Gotsi ck m'oved that the Senate accept this recommendation with a second by
Senator Teater. Extensive discussion followed on this subject with input from
all constituent groups. The moti,on was then voted on and defeated.
Committee Reports

c:)

The Faculty Concerns Committee had no report.
The Administrative Concerns Committee had no report.
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Senator Kappes moved that "the University'Senate recommend to the President. that
effective immediately, copies of all "draft" policies, during the comment phase
D,t their consideration. be provided to all faculty and staff members of the

University."

The motion was voted on and passed unanimously.

The Support Staff Concerns Committee had no report.
The Student Concerns Committee had no report.
Elections Committee has mailed ballots to all members of the constituent groups

involved in an election.

Elections will be held on April 20.

Ad Hoc Committee on University Committee Structure - no report.
Due to_the antlc;pated date/time conflict of the general faculty meeting and the
University Senate meeting on Thursday, April 28, Senator Kappes moved that "the
University Senate recommend to the Vice President for Academic Affairs a rescheduling
of the general faculty meeting from Thursday, Aprjl 28 or as a contingency plan,
the rescheduling of the University Senate meeting to Thursday, May 5, 1983."
Senator Ris seconded. Motion passed.
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m.

o

Respectfully submitted,

~y
Secretary

o

HOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
SENATE MINUTES

Regular f~eeting
April 14, 1983
Chairperson Whitson called the meeting to order at 4:15 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the
Adron Doran University Center, and determined that there vias a quorum. Members

absent were;

Senator Emge
Senator John Graham
*Senator Crager

Senator Conn
*Senator Ellis
*Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Walke
Hi ckman

Overstreet

Clever
Senator Willard

Senator Alcorn

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Senator Gurley
*Senator Mueller

Senator
Senator
*5enator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Meade
Holt

Peoper Tyree

Franklin

Ron Jones
Cornett

Senator Beck
Senator Hensler

r~arshall

Burns

Flippin
B1 ai r

Senator E1 dri dge
Senator Hal dren
Senator Polen

Dixon

Chairperson Whitson called for' approval of the minutes (as distributed) of the previous

meeting. Senator Hells moved that the minutes be approved with a second by Senator
Holton. Motion passed.
Chairperson Whitson referred the Senators to the memorandum from President Norfleet
wherein he responded to the most recent Senate recommendations,and to the proposed
recommendations that will be taken under consideration this day.
With regard to Recommendation #1 on the coordination of Morehead State University's
Spring Break with those of the Rowan and Fleming County School Systems, various
Senators expressed puzzlement over the need to coordinate Spring Break with other
universities in the Ohio Valley Conference. Still other comments and concerns
regarding Spring Break and the "mid-term!! of the school year included: a desire to
coordinate Morehead State Univers;tyls Spri'ng Break and those of the other regional
universities and the Spring Breaks of the county school systems which is usually
during a period of· statewide -professional meetings; a concern that Spring Break
would not necessarily have to be held tlmid-term" in the schoo" year and that perha9s
later in the semester.would be more appropriate and allow more time for academics
such as mi d-term reports; a comment that the phrase umi d-term" -i s misleading-- in thatit really is not mid-point of the semester and that a check of the calendar will
reveal more class hours before Spring Break than after, and that Spring Break could
really be set any time it is desired. As a member of the Calendar Committee,
Senator Kappes said he welcomed the expressions of the Senate on the timing of
Spring Break.
Unfinished Business
Continuing with the Recommendations of the Faculty Concerns Committee from the
March 24, 1983 meeting, Recommendation #3 had been presented as a motion, seconded,
and is as follows:
liThe Faculty Concerns Committee recommends that an ad hoc Senate committee
be appointed to study the status of femala employees at Morehead State
University. The committee should investigate initial appointments, rank.
salary, and administrative appointments, and should prepare a written
report to be presented to the Senate no later than April 14, 1983."
*Senators gave notice of their absence in

wr~ting,

before the fact.

,
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D~e

to the fact that i t is quite late in

~he

semester." Chairperson Whitson gave

this Recommendation back t·o the Standing Committee that brought i t and asked them
to deal with i t as a Committee of the whole. Senator Sprague as Chairperson of the

Faculty Concerns Committee reported that the Committee has a document consisting of
approximately 40 pages of data which presents an historical overview of female
faculty (1934-1983)& a comparison of salary and rank i:Jy Sex (1982-83).

He emphasized

this is a "draft n document. purely data, not intended to draw conclusions. Upon
request he will make copies of this document available to Senators. Senator Sprague
asked for input from the Senate on- rlheth-er they would lirke to continue work on this
issue next semester. Senator Wells suggested sending a ."draft" CODY of this document
to the group that is currently studying the issue. When Chairpers·on Whitson asked
.for direction from the Senate on the handling of this "draftll document~ it was
suggested that she send it to the President as a matter of information.
Recommendation. #4:
liThe Senate recommends to the President the followi.ng regarding merit raises:
:1

YJhereas it is current practice for differential levels of annual salary
increments to be awarded Morehead State University faculty;
Whereas no objective standard has been
differential" pay increases;

establishe~

for arri.ving at

Whereas in the absence of published objective criteria. awards may be
subject to favoritism or patronage;
i:

Whereas a clearly articulated merit ra.ise policy would serve to challenge
faculty toward greater professional effort and increase faculty morale;
Be it resolved that objective criteria for merit raises be established at the
departmental level and be put into ·place after being agreed to by their
respective faculties. II
Senator James Robinson moved that the Senate accept this recommendation with a
second by Senator Holton. In discussion Senator Sprague referred the Senators to
President ~orfleet's memorandum and his statement that specific criteria are being
developed. The motion was then voted on and passed.
Recommendation #5:
liThe Senate recommends to the President, the elimination of mid-term grades."
Senator Gotsi ck moved that the Senate accept this recommendation with a second by
Senator Teater. Extensive discussion followed on this subject with input from
all constituent groups. The moti.on was then voted on and defeated.
Committee Reports
The Faculty Concerns Committee had no report.
The Administrative Concerns Committee had no report.
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Senator Kappes moved that "the University Senate recommend to the President, that
effective immediately, copies of all Hdraft" policies,~,during the comment phase
of thei r cons i derat; on. be prav; ded to all facu1 ty and" staff members of the
University.1! The motion was voted on and passed unanimously.
The Support Staff Concerns Committee had no report.
The Student Concerns Committee had no report.
Elections Committee has mailed ballots to all members of 'the constituent groups
involved in an election. Elections will be held on April 20.
Ad Hoc Committee on University Committee Structure - no report.
Due to the anticipated date/time conflict of the general faculty meeting and the
University Senate meeting on Thursday, April 28, Senator Kappes moved that "the
University Senate recommend to the Vice President for ~cademic Affairs a rescheduling
of the general faculty meeting from Thursday~ April 28:, or as a contingency plan,
the rescheduling of the University Senate meeting to Thursday, May 5,1983."
Senator Ris seconded. Motion passed.
There being no further business, the meeting \I/as adjourned at 5:15 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

~y
Secretary

0- _

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
SENATE MINUTES

o

Regul ar Meet; n9
May 5, 1983

Chairperson Whitson called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the
Adron Doran University Center. and determined that there was a quorum.
absent were:
*SenatoT Emge

Senator Hickman
Senator Kappes
Senator Morrison

Senator Gurley
Senator

~1eade

Senator Busroe

Senator Pepper Tyree
Senator Burns

Senator Vanhoose
*Senator Flippin
Senator Cornett

Members

Senator Breck Tyree
*Senator Teater
Senator Brown
Senator Shanks
Senator Meadows

Senator Polen

Senator Campbell
Chairperson Whitson called for approval of the minutes (as distributed) of the previous
meeting. Senator Marshall moved that the minutes be approved with a second by Senator
Franklin. Motion passed.
Chairperson Whitson thanked all of the Senators for their support and efforts during
the past year. She reported that most of the final reports of the various subcommittees
have been submitted to the Chair. Also, on behalf of the ~ntire Senate she congratulated
the student Senators who are graduating.

o

Committee Reports
The Administrative Concerns Committee had no report.
The Supoort Staff Concerns Committee had no report.
The Student Concerns Committee had no report.
The Faculty Concerns Committee presented a subcommittee report. Senator Harford referred
the Senators to the sheet attached to the meeting agenda· and Item #11 dealing \llith merit
raises. He explained that President Norfleet has asked this subcommittee composed of
Ina Lowe, James Robinson, and himself, to assist in the process of compiling some
general guidelines/criteria for dealing with merit raises.' He explained that the subcommittee would be working on this task throughout the Summer so that when the faculty
returns in the Fall they will be able to address the subject as a total faculty.
He asked those present who might have information to share with the subcommittee on
merit, evaluation and allocation of merit, to please contact one of the committee members.
Ad Hoc Committee on University Committee Structure - in Dr'. EmgeLs absence, Senator
\~hitson read his report summarizing the items that the Committee would be studying as
they continued their work. These items include the following:
1.

o

span, function, status analysis, and area of concern of university
committees. With regard to area of concern, the committee will look
at 4 items! program and operation; personnel; resources; and planning
and evaluation.

*Senators gave notice of thej r absence in writing, before the fact.

-'

o
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2.

staff representation - special attention will be given to determining
which committees should specifically include staff representatives.

The Committee will continue its work during the Summer and Senators are encouraged
to provide input to the Committee members: Senators Walter Emge, Betty Gurley,
~lichael

Harford, Todd Holdren, and Betty Moran.

r~essage

from the Pres; dent

President Norfleet complimented the Senate for the achievements of the passed academic
year.

He emphasized how much of the Senate work will be. continuing through the Summer

and will require action at a later time, specifically the work of the Committee
developing guidelines for merit raises. He expressed optimism that since the Promotions
Policy has now been passed by the Faculty, the way has been cleared for many of the
Senate recommendations to be acted upon. For example. Dr. Emge's Committee (Ad Hoc
Committee on University Committee Structure) will be studying a situation that has
needed revamping for several years. All other pending recommendations from the Senate
wi 11 be pursued.

o

With regard to the Sen.ate structure, President Norfleet 'remains convinced that t10rehead
State University has the best possible Senate structure.' This Senate provides the forum
for discussion between faculty, staff and students. There is no other body . ./here
these three groups can sit down and discuss common problems as well as individual
problems.
'
regard to merit raises. he stated that he is in favor of total merit raises.
He suggested that the Committee studying this issue be not necessarily a faculty
only committee but possibly include staff. There may be' criteria common to the total
university. While he feels there are criteria unique to certain schools, departments.
or divisions, he charged the subcommittee of the Senate to develop general. universal
criteria that could be followed. He also suggested a weighting of criteria. He
emphasized this w;·l1 take a lot of work; it will not come easy. He is willing to
meet with the Committee at anytime and he has intense interest in this subject.
~Jith

With regard to the policy development procedure at the University, he stated that a
new procedure has been implemented. He referred the Senators to the agenda attachment
outlining this new procedure which is now being followed:
The President spoke of some issues that had been raised in the Senate during the ,year
but on which no action was taken. Those issues included absenteeism of both students
and faculty. He also mentioned a concern that had been brought to him by some faculty.
that the Senate look at the possibility of developing a five-year revie"'l process for
tenured faculty.
He commended the Senate for a year of hard work. He challenged the new Senators to
make a commitment to be present at all meetings and·to make a contribution.

o

With regard to the consulting policy. the President said ;,he would not expect a consensus
of opinion on the consulting policy but there will be a p:olicy. Also, once a policy
is adopted it will have to be adhered to. This is critical for compliance with
government regulations.
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Finally. with regard to correlating the Spring Break of the University with those of

the Rowan and Fleming County School Systems. the President responded that the first
priority will have to be correlation with other regional universities due to the
interrelationships of the institutions in the Ohio Valley Conference. There are
meetings and functions that involve large numbers of employees at all of these

ave

institutions as well as the other regional universities, and without proper correlation
no one will have a Spring Break.
Other Business

Senator Harford moved for adoption by the Senate of the following, "In recoqnition of the

effort of the Chair. Patsy Whitson, the University Senate makes a'formal expression
of appreciation and deep regard for the person who has held the Chair for this past
year. 11 Senator Mueller seconded. Motion passed.
Senator Crager moved that the Senate express its appreciation to the Secretary for her
efforts during this passed year. Senator Whitson seconded. Motion passed."
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

O~y~
Secretary

o
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
SENATE MINUTES
Regul ar Meet; ng
May 5, 1983

Chairperson Whltson called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the
Adran Doran University Center, and determined that there was a quorum.

Members

absent were:
*Senator Emge

Senator Hickman
Senator Kappes

Senator Morrison
Senator Gurley
Senator ~1eade

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
*Senator
Senator

Busroe
Pepper Tyree
Burns
Vanhoose,
Flippin
Cornett

Senator Breck Tyree
*Senator Teater

Senator Brown
Senator Shanks
Senator Meadows

Senator Polen

Senator Campbell

Chairperson Whitson called for approval of the minutes (as distributed) of the previous
meeting. Senator Marshall moved that the minutes be approved with a second by Senator
Franklin.

Motion passed.

Chairperson Whitson thanked all of the Senators for their support and efforts during
the past year. She reported that most of the final reports of the various subcommittees
have been submitted to the Chair. Also, on behalf of the entire Senate she congratulated
the student Senators whD are graduating.
Commi ttee Reports
The Administrative Concerns Committee had no report.
The Supoort Staff Concerns Committee had no report.
The Student Concerns Committee had no report.
The Faculty Concerns Committee presented a subcommittee report. Senator Harford referred
the Senators to the sheet attached to the meeting agenda and Item #11 dealing vli.th merit
raises. He explained that President Norfleet has asked this subcommittee composed of
Ina Lowe, James Robinson, and himself, to assist in the process of compiling some
general guidelines/criteria for dealing with merit raises. He explained that the subcommittee would be working on this task throughout the Summer so that when the faculty
returns in the Fall they will be able to address the subject as a total faculty.
He asked those present who might have information to share with the subcommittee on
merit, evaluation and allocation of merit, to please contact one of the committee members.
Ad Hoc Committee on University Committee Structure - in Dr. Emge1s absence, Senator
\I/hitsan read his report summarizing the items that the Committee would be studying as
they continued their work. These items include the following:
1.

span, function, status analysis, and area of concern of university
committees. With regard to area of concern, the committee will look
at 4 items: program and operati on; personnel; resources; and pl ann; ng
and evaluation.

*Senators gave noti ce of thej r absence in wri ti ng, before the fact.
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2.

staff representation - special attention will be given to determining
which committees should specifically include staff representatives.

The Committee will continue its work during the Summer and Senators are encouraged
to provide input to the Committee members: Senators Walter Emge, Betty Gurley,
~1ichael Harford~ Todd Holdren, and Betty Moran.
Message from the President
President Norfleet complimented the Senate for the achievements of the passed academic
year. He emphasized how much of the Senate work will be continuing through the Summer
and will require action at a later time, specifically the work of the Committee
developing guidelines for merit raises. He expressed optimism that since the Promotions
Policy has now been passed by the Faculty. the way has been cleared for many of the
Senate recommendations to be acted upon. For example, Dr. Emge's Committee (Ad Hoc
Committee on University Committee Structure) will be studying a situation that has
needed revamping for several years. All other pending recommendations from the Senate
will be pursued.
With regard to the Senate structure, President Norfleet remains convinced that f10rehead
State University has the best possible Senate structure. This Senate provides the forum
for discussion between faculty, staff and students. There is no other body where
these three groups can sit down and discuss common problems as well as individual
problems.
regard to merit raises, he stated that he is in favor of total merit raises.
He suggested that the Committee studying this issue be not necessarily a faculty
only committee but possibly include staff. There may be criteria common to the total
university. While he feels there are criteria unique to certain schools, departments,
or divisions, he charged the subcommittee of the Senate to develop general, universal
criteria that could be followed. He also suggested a weighting of criteria. He
emphasized this will take a lot of work~ it will not come easy. He is willing to
meet with the Committee at anytime and he has intense interest in this subject.
~Jith

With regard to the policy development procedure at the University, he stated that a
new procedure has been implemented. He referred the Senators to the agenda attachment
outlining this new procedure which is now being followed.
The President spoke of some issues that had been raised in the Senate durinQ the year
but on which no action was taken. Those issues included absenteeism of both students
and faculty. He also mentioned a concern that had been brought to him by some faculty,
that the Senate look at the possibility of developing a five-year review process for
tenured faculty.
He commended the Senate for a year of hard work. He challenged the new Senators to
make a commitment to be present at all meetings and to make a contribution.
With regard to the consulting policy, the President said he would not expect a consensus
of opinion on the consulting policy but there will be a policy. Also, once a policy
is adopted it will have to be adhered to. This is critical for compliance with
government regulations.
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Finally, with regard to correlating the Spring Break of the University with those of
the Rowan and Fleming County School Systems, the President responded that the first
priority will have to be correlation with other regional universities due to the
interrelationships of the institutions in the Ohio Valley Conference. There are
meetings and functions that involve large numbers of employees at all of these OVC
institutions as well as the other regional universities, and without proper correlation
no one will have a Spring Break.
'
Other Business
Senator Harford moved for adoption by the Senate of the follow.ing, uIn recoqnition of the
effort of the Chair, Patsy Whitson, the University Senate makes a"formal expression
of appreciation and deep regard for the person who has held the Chair for this past
year." Senator Mueller seconded. Motion passed.
Senator Crager moved that the Senate express its appreciation to the Secretary for her
efforts during this passed year. Senator ~Jhitson seconded. Motion passed.
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Cy~
Secretary

Morehead State Univeristy
Senate Minutes
September 22. 1983

o

Chairperson Sprague called meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle room
of Adran Doran University Center (referred to as ADUC hereafter). A quorum
was determined by Senator Dowdy1s roll call. Members absent Were:
~mge

- G:raham.-..:_ ,,""'

Walters
E1 l"is
Walters
Conn, P.

Walke

Kuhn

Overs t reet, L

Busroe
PI ippin
Eldridge

At-corn

We J 15, R.
Gats i ck, J.
Fox
Blair

Caudill, G.

Holt

Chairperson Sprague called attention to.prepared folders containing name tags
and May 5. 1983 senate minutes. He mentioned that these items were the efforts
of assigned student worker"Ms. Connie Roberts. Ms. Roberts will be working"
under his supervision attendi·ng to various ass'igned senate tasks.
station will be.in Rader Hall.

"Her work

Minutes of the 5 - 5 - 83" meeting were accepted after the initial motion by
Senator Marshall with its appropriate second by Senator Mueller.

o

Chairperson Sprague accepted report from election committee chairperson Dowdy
as fol lows:
I.

All faculty, administrator, and staff support senate
seats have been- HI led .--

2.

Student senate seats will be filled after the September
13, 1983 elecHons for one and two year terms respectively
~i-:..;

3 ... Senator Holton wi II appo i nt-:f~Ho:~student senators-at-l arge
prior to the next general senate meetin~ In October 83 1

Chairperson Sprague requested nominations for Senate Vice-Chairperson. Senator
Peters nominated Senator, Harford, seconded by Senator Mueller. Senator Mueller
mOVed-to close nominations. seconded by Senator Lykins. Senator Harford •. w<3s
elected as Senate Vice-Chairperson.
Chairperson Sprague opened floor for. senate secretary nominations'. Senator
Osborne nominated Senator Mueller. MotIon died for Jack of second. Senator
Muel1 er nomi l1ated Senator Holt, Senator Lyktns' seconded nomi nat ion. Senator
Woodward nominated Senator Morella. seconded by Senator Marford. Senator. Harford.
moved to close.nominations, seconded by Senator Holton. Nominations were closed
with approval of senate. Senator- Morella was asked to leave senate room. Senator
Morella was elected to serve as secretary to the senate by secret balTot.
Chairperson Sprague menti"oned the fol Jawing in his series of

o

I.
2.
3.

statements~

Senate purpose as per Senate Constitution
Absentee policy of 3 unexcused absences will necessitate
~enator replacement
Meeting dates of senate will be s~~ond and fourthTh~rsdays
of each month at 4: 10 p.m. in Riggle room,' ADUC
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4.

Upcoming breaksfast with Presdlent Norfleet will be
schedule and announced via memorandum

5.

Components of senate, i.e., faculty, support staff,
administrator, and student concerns were mentioned
as the constitutent bodies of the total senate.

,.

After his statements, Chairperson Sprague requested that a recess be .taken
for constitutent groups to meet~ organize, and elect officers. After a 10
minute recess all groups returned with the following reports:

Administrator Concerns

Support Staff Concerns

Student

Concer~ns

o
Faculty Concerns

Senator Davis, Chairperson; Senator Henson,
Secretary. Normal meeting times will be 3:45
p.m. on the second Tuesday of each month
somewhere in ADUC.
Senator Evans will call first organizational
meeting in Camden Carroll Library .prior to
tne next general senate meeting.
Senator Bolin, Chairperson; Senator Eddington~
Secretary. Normal' meeting times at 5:45 p.m.
on second floor of ADUC during second Mondays
of each month.
Senator Young~ S.~ Chairperson; ~enator
Woodward, -Secr_etary. Meet.ings on first
and.third Thursdays of each month at 4:10
p.m. in West room A of ADUC. Group also
reported that Senator Y~ung"will represent
the faculty concerns committee at COSF
(Council of Senate Faculties) along with
Senator Sprague. Senators Whitson and
Harford wi'll serve as alternates.

Chairperson Sprague expressed his appreciati~n fo~ all senators· participation
and attendance. He also mentioned concern and consideration for ~enator Gotsick
upcoming surgery at St. Joseph·s" Hospital "in Lexington, Ky. Senator Gotsick will
undergo open heart surgery.
oj.

Meeting adjourned at 4:50 p.m.
Respectively submitted,

~OQ.{,\"-v'

o

),. \\zc.s-~,-

Wayne A. Morella
Senate secretary

Morehead State University

~

Senate Minutes
October 13, 1983
Chairperson Sprague called meeting to order at 4:15 p.m. in the Riggle
room of Adron Doran University Center. A quorum was deLe-mined: bye s:enate
secEetary Morella's roll call. Members absent were:
Emge
~Halters;

M.-

Crager*
Walke*
Davis, B.*
Overstreet
Hoodward
Ris
Wells*
Jones, R.
Buchanfln*
Quillin

Turnipseed,
Gotsick
Lowe
Kuhn
Jones, c.
Robinson
Holt
Marshall
Van Hoose*
Steele
-Eldridge--

P.'

Senator Mueller moved to accept minutes, Senator Harford seconded.
Dowdy requested corrections as follows:
a.

o

b.

Senator

Senator Graham's name be remowed from minutes as
absent since his term has expired
Senator Holton appointed only one student senator
at~large

After corrections minutes were approved.
Chairperson Sprague's statements consisted of:
1.

Mentioned distributed single page- updated Senate
Constitution £:01;' inclusion in Senators' folders

2.

Discussed aspects of Albright report from standpoint
that it will be'made available to all senators for
discussion among constitutent .g;t.'Ol.~l!q

3.

Encouraged all four constitutent senate groups to
bring salient issues, concerns, and the like to the·
to senate body

Chairperso~:-Spbigue.'asked for- committee rep0!'.ts- fr~m:eon-:Stitutent:- goups-•.:s

'Repoxts

o

wer-e as

follows:

Administrative concerns: Senator Henson, in absence of
cha~rperson Davis reported that ·a formal written request
will be developed~to place-Purchasing procedures onto
senate agenda as a concern.
Student concerns: Senator Eddington reported that he will
serve as chairperson and Senator Iden will serve as secretary.
* Indicates prio.r .notification of absence.

o
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Support Staff concerns:

Senator Evans reported that he

will serve as chairperson with Senator Caudill, G. as
groups secretary.
Faculty concerns:
1.

Senator Young, S. reported following:

Sub-group formed t? e~tabJ..ish:the -b_y-:;: -:-- ~

laws and operating policies of constituentfaculty concernnmembers
2.

Constitutent group scheduled to meet with

A.D. Albright, President Norfleet, and Regent
member J.R. Duncan to discuss impact
recent

of

institutional reports "as· they -~ff-e-ci ~faculty -.~~ - .

Chairperson Sprague called for announcements from body. Senator Holton
announced the Homecoming concert of October 13, 1983 as sponsored by the
Student Association. The group Quarter~Flash will perform in the Academic
Athletic Center.

o

Without any further business Senator Harford moved for adjournment.
Senator Ellis seconded. Motion carried.
Meeting adjourned 4:40 p.m.
Respectively submitted:
Wayne A. Morella
Senator Secretary.

o

Morehead State University

u

Senate Hinutes
October 27 , 1983

Chairperson Sprague requested roll call at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle room of Adron
Doran University Center. A quorum was determined by senate secretary Horella .
Members absent were:

\

Emge'"
Willard
Kuhn
Peters, J.
VanHoose*
Flippin*
Tyree*
Bolin*

Ellis*
Gresinger
Busroe
Osborne, F.
Hay
Blair*
Holton"(

Chairperson Sprague asked for corrections, additions, or deletions to October 13, 1983
Senate minutes as distributed. Senators Steele, Walters, and Eldridge indicated that
there were present and should not be counted as absent. Hith corrections, Senator
Robinson moved to accept minutes as corrected. Senator Marshall seconded, motion
carried.
Chariperson Sprague noted new senate absentee form as distributed (SEN-I). Hritten
notices are required for absences as per Senate Constitution . Senator Young moved
that Senate secretary Horella have absentee forms available in quantity at the November
II, 1983 meeting. Senator Whitson seconded, motion carried .
Chairperson Sprague read his prepared IIChairperson ' s Statement," (copyattatched).
Chairperson Sprague requested constitutent committee reports.
follows:
Support staff concerns :

Student concerns:
Administrative concerns :
Faculty concerns :

Chairperson Evans requested Fringe Benefit Committee
of Senate be reactivitated with Senator Alcorn as its
Chairperson; Senator Gurley, Senator Hhitson, one
support staff senator, and one administrative senator will
comprize committee . Senator Jones seconded. motion
carried .
Secretary Edington indicated that they had no report.
Chairperson Davis indicated that they had no report.
Chairperson Young proposed the following items as
individual motions:
1.

u

Reports were as

In keeping with the spirit of the President ' s
memorandum to faculty on October 10, 1983, which
referred to "our procedure of sharing proposed policies
with faculty and staff members before implementation,"
we request that the following reports be placed on
reserve in the Camden-Carroll Library no later than
November I, 1983:
* Indicates prior absentee notic e received .
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b.

The Norfleet Report
The Higgenbotham Report

c.

MGT Report

a.

d.
e.

Price Waterhouse Report
Others (Enrollmenb Projection Reports)
Senator Mueller seconded, motion carried.
2.

We recommend that within ten days of the appointment
of any Task Force or ot.her ad hoc committee, the Senate
shall be informed by the President, of the membership
of the task force/committee, its charge, and its sunset
date.
Senator Ideu seconded, motion carried.
3.

We recommend that a system be devised for direct bank
deposit of pay checks, and instituted as an option for
all university personnel.
Senator Harford seconded, motion carried.
4.

o

We strongly support the Resolution passed by the Congres
of Senate Faculty Leaders (COSFL) at its October 15, 198
meeting, that should a vacancy occur on the Council of
Higher Education, it be filled by a full-time teaching
faculty member from a public university.

We realize that certain membership requirements for the
Council have been mandated and must be complied with, an
believe those requirements can be met- by a number of hig
qualified faculty. We suggest COSFL, which is composed
of elected Senate Leaders from all public universities,
can be helpful in providing a list of acce~table nominee
from which the appointment can be made.
Senator Marshall seconded, motion carried.
5.

o

WHEREAS the Albright Report raises the issue of
intercollegiate athletics and specifically the
possibility'_of dropping the football program to a lower
level of competition;
WHEREAS Morehead State University is a member of the
Ohio Valley Conference;
WHEREAS the Ohio Valley Conference mandates certain
operating regulations for its member schools; and
WHEREAs the University Senate is looking into the
Albright Report;
BE IT RESOLVED that the President of MSU provide the
Senate with a copy of current rules and regulations
of the OVC, The NCAA, and an audit of the most current
expenditures and revenues of MSU Athletics.
Senator Lykins seconded, motion carried.
Chairperson Sprague opened floor to announcements.
were made:

The following announcements

"~~

~
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Senator Harf ord annnounced the Pre-Law Club ' s af fili ation with Phi Alpha Delta.

A Law School Admissions Test Study Program will be held on ~.J'edn esday . October 2,
1983 in Radar Hall . Th e next test toli!l he December 3, 1983. A meeting of the

Pre-Law c lub will be at 4:10p .m. Oc t ober 31, 1983. Club also sponsoring a writing
cont est for club members with a $100.00 do llar f irst pr'i ze to winner. January 15, 1983
deadline for contest entries.
MSU Trailblazer carried guidelin es of contest.
Sena t or Alcorn mentioned Mo rehead State University Federal Credit Union has had direct
payroll deposit for several years with dai l y interst compounded accord i ngl y .
t<1ith no further business , the mee tin g ad journed . at 4 : 55
Respectively submi tte d:

Hayne A. Morella
Senate Secretary

p .m.

Morehead State University

o

Senate Minutes
November ~O, 19?3
Chairperson Sprague requested roll call at 4: 10 p.m. in the Riggle room of the Adron
Doran University Center. A quorum was determined by Senate Secretary Morella •. Members~·
absent were:
Michael Walters*
Walter Emge
.Buford Crager (Sue Wells Proxy);~* Bernard Davis
John AlcornLeroy Overstreet
Michael Harford (Bonnie Bailey proxy)**
Milfred Kuhn*
Diane Ris (Patsy Turnipseed)
Ted Marshall*
Patsy Whitson (Mont Whitson)**
Ron Jones-'
Jay Flippin'Katrina Steele (Didi Herriman)**
Claudia McCall
William Brown (Phillip Davis)*i~
Senate Secretary Morella requested a change in October 27, 1983 minutes relative to
the third sentence of the third paragraph to read November 10, instead of November
11. Senator Ellis moved to accept minutes with correction, Senator Young seconded,
motion carried.

o

Chairperson Sprague statement commissioned Senator Caudill and Senator Walters to
serve on the Fringe Benefit Committee of Senate. Chairperson Sprague also commis~
sioned secetary Morella to check absentee list of senators absentee~record for
replacement of senator if he/she has missed three consecutive meetings without
appropriate excuse. Chairperson Sprague also read memorandum sent to Senator Young
by President Norfleet (copy attached to official senate secretary's minutes).
Chairperson Sprague requested reports from constitutBnt committees.
follows:
Support~staf£:concerns:_

Chairperson-Evans indicated no report

Administrative concerns:
Student concerns:

Faculty concerns:

Reports as

Ghairperson Henson indicated no

report~~

Chairperson Bolin indicated that a report will
be forthcoming relative to proposed reading~day
either prior to finals week or during finals week.
Chairperson Joullg indicated that Pres;hdent ~_,;; _
-:
committee as~signni.ent-s and athletic budget -as- per
faculty concerns memorandum.

~NorIieet -:-did ~ not -aaequa-tely~ -~ddre~;';---i tem;-~n

Senator Young moved that Senator VanHoose (membenof MSU athletic committee) report to senate~_the
activities, recommendations, etc. of athletic
committee. Seconded by Senator Holton, motion
carried.

o

Senator Young called on Senator Holton to present
and move that a resolution concerning commendati6_n_
for Coach Steve Looney (copy attached to official
senate secretary's minutes). Seconded by Senator:
Walke, motion carried.

** Indicates absence with proxy
* Indicates prior absentee notice received

/

Minutes,

o~ ~he qen~t,e Meet:i,n~

November 10, 1983
Page 2

o

Senator Young moved. that a copy of the Looney
Resolution be forwarded to the MSU Trailblazer.
Senator Griesinger seconded, motion carried.

Senator Young requested a copy of November 10, 1983
letter to President Norfleet requesting him to
recommend the formation of a Faculty Senate to
the Board of Regents on November 12, 1983, meeting
be entered into the minutes (copy attached to
official senate secretary's minutes). He also
mentioned that the Faculty concerns group will
working on the development of this body and report
to the senate its status.

Chairperson Sprague asked for announcements.
Senator Holton mentioned the MSU/Marathon Oil basketball game on November 10 1983.
Senator Bolin mentioned sign-up for Law School Admission Test Study Program deadline
• of November 12, 1983. Study group will begin November 16, 1983 for December 3, 1983
test.
Senator Henson mentioned Football Banquet of November 27, 1983 in Crager Room of
Adron Doran University Center beginning at 6:30 p.m.

o

Senator Fox announced upcoming trip to Chase Law School and the proposed Interfraternity
Council'_s proposal regarding dry rush.
With no further business, Senator Henson moved for adjournment, Senator Woodward
seconded, motion carried.
Meeting adjourned at 4:40 p.m.
Respectively submitted:

1.:rayne A. Morella
Senate Secretary

o

Horehead State University

o

St!nate Minutes
November 21, 1983

The special meeting of the University Senate at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle room
of the Adron Doran University Center was called to order after roll call by
senate secretary Morella.
Phillip Conn (Victor Ramey)**
Jack Ellis (Faye Belcher)**
John Alcorn
Larry Griesinger
Patsy Turnipseed
JilTI Gotsick
Hilfred Kuhn
Charles Jones
Fred Busroe
James Robinson (Lola Crosthwaite)

Charles Holt
Ted Marshall
Bradley Clough (Anna DeMaree)**
Frank Osborne (Joan Osborne)**
Jay Flippin
John Wolfe
Claudia McCall
Steven Quillen
William Borwn

Chairl?erson Sprague proceeded to read his prepared statement.

o

Senator young moved that a jointly d~veloped document be forwarded to the Board
of Regents and news media regarding the presidential selection process. Signatures
of the senate consti tute.ot chairpersons should also be affixed to document (copy
attached to official senate secretary's minutes).
Senator Gurley moved that Senator Sprague be rlOcommended to the MSU Board of Regents
as a member of the presidlOntial search committee as the senate's representative.
Senator Lykins seconded. After much discussion and temporary departure of Senate
chairperson Sprague, Vice Chairperson Harford tallied votes of motion. Motion
carried.
Senator Young read the Faculty concerns resolution recommending Senator Whitson
and himself to the MSU Board of Regents for inclusion on the presidential'_search
conuuittee (copy attached to the official senate secretary's minutes).
Senator Rodgers moved that Senator Sprague appoint tWD (2) members from each of
the senate constitutcnL groups to serve as a sub-committee for the development
of criteria, charactc.ristics, etc. desirous in the next president of MSU.
Senator
Gurley seconded, motion carried.
Senator Harford moved [or adjournment.
Meeting adjourned at 5:05 p.m.
R,espectively submitted,

Wayne A. Horella

~

**

Indicates

absenc~ with proxy

Senator Vall Hoose seconded, motiou carried.

1

Morehead State University

o

Senate Minutes

November 21, 1983
The special meeting of the University Senate at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle room
of the Adron~ Doran University Center was called to order after roll call by
senate secretary Morella.

Phillip Conn (Victor Ramey)**
Jack Ellis (Faye Belcher)**
;John Alcorn
Larry Griesinger

Charles Holt
Ted Marshall
_ ..:-BradleY-_Clough (Anna DeMaree)
Frank Osborne (Joan Osborne)**

**

Patsy Trunipseed

Jay Flippin

Jim Gotsick

John Wolfe

Milfred Kuhn .

Claudia McCall
Steven Quillen
William Borwn

Charles Jones
Fred Busroe
James . Robinson (Lola -Cr;;sthwaite)-:-~'::

Chairperson Sprague proceeded to read his prepared

statement~

Senator Young moved that a jointly developed document be forwarded to the Board
of Regents and news media regarding the presidential selection process. Signatu~es
of the senate constitutent chairpersons should also be affixed to document. (copy
attached to official senate secretary's minutes).

o

Senator Gurley moved that Senator Sprague be recommended to the MSU Board of Regents
as a member of the presidential search committee as the senat~'s representative.
Senator ~ykins seconded. After much discussion and temporaryjdeparture of Senate
chairperson Sprague, Vice Chairperson Harford tallied votes
motion. Motion
carried. :...:. .:. :....': ~o

01

Senator Young moved that the Faculty concerns resolution be adopted which recommended
Senator Whitson and himself to the"MSU Board of Regents for inclusion on the presien~ial search committee {copy attached to the official senate secretary's minutes).
Senator Gurley seconded, motion carried.
Senator Young moved that the Proposed Recommendation by University Senate regarding
the non-appointment of an interillm~ president be accepted(copy attached to official
senate secretaryls minutes). Senator Gurley seconded, motion carried.
Senator Rodgers moved that Senator Sprague appoint tWD (2) members from each of
the senate constitutent groups to serve as a sub-committee for the development
OT criteria. characteristics, etc. desirous in the next president of MSU. Senator
Gurley seconded, motion carried.
Senator Harford moved for adjournment.
~eeting

o

adjourned at 5:05 p.m.

Respectively submitted,

Wayne A. Morella

**

Indicates absence with proxy

Senator Van Hoose seconded, motion carried.

Ma:(eIiead S,tate. Dni'yexs..i:ty-Senate Minutes_ .
DecemKer 8, 1~83

o

Chairperson Sprague xequested secxeta,'(y> Mq:(e11a, tc? c~11 ')::011 at 4;~Q p.-rg.
in the Riggle rOQJl1 o:e the. A.d1;on DQrcm Uniyersity Center. A qUQXUro ''l,?,S: pl{esent
with the follQwing senato:(s absent;
Walter Emge
Buford Crager
Phillip Cqnn
Jack Ellis
Ron Walke * -.
Randy Wells, (Lan;!' Gre:t:singerl
Milf~ed Kuhn
Herbert Hedgecock
~atsy Whitson (Mike
Charles, Holt

lrank Osbo:r:ne
Jay Flippin
Donald Lykins
Va,le:t:i'e Edington
WUlia.m Brown
Mike 'll'ox

Senator "Y:oung requested c.on:ections, to the November. 21, 1283 minutes', Paragra]?ns
·th:(ee and four were inc.oxxect.- Secretary Morella indicated that tlie corrections
would be made and_uew-minutes, would -pe forthcoming. Senator'Gotsick moved'that ~h~
November 21, 1983 be accepted as' corrected, S-eantor Harford seconoed, mot:i:on carried.

o

Chariperson Sprague mentioned that, under the University Senate name, in the reserved
section of the Camdem-Carroll library the following reports were available:
1.

Constitution By-Laws, Procedures, Guidelines of the
Ohio Valley Conference 1983/84

2.

Council on Higher Education Phase Two Summary Report, June 1982

3.

The M.G.T. of America Inc. Review of Medical, Dental, Law, and
Engineering Programs in Kentucky's Public InstitutiQns~6f:Higher'
Education

4.

Study of Management Practices and Procedures of Kentucky's
Unive:(sities and Colleges, Phase I, 1981-Price Haterhouse

5.

Higginbotham's Report

Chairpexson S]?rague read senate secretary's ab~entee report.
all present senatorE; were in goodsstanding-.-:'.t· .Q.:t: ·_8~.:J;-S

Report indicated that

Chai~person

Sprague also read the Academic Honesty Statement from Ms. Mary Bragg
(copy attached to official senate secl:etaryl s minutes~.

Chariperson Sprague requested reports from senate committees as follows:
Student Concexns:

o

faCUlty conerns.:

Chariperson Bolin"- indtcated no report.
.Chai1;']?erson Young indicated that the group
was working on the proposed faculty senate2
guidelines and had no other repo:(t.

Support staff concerns:

Chairperson Evans indicated,no report.

Hinutes of University Senate
December 8, 1983
Page 2
Administrative Concerns:
Fringe Benefit Committee:
Committee of Eight:

Chairperson Davis indicated no report .
Chairperson Alcorn indicated no report.

Chairperson Bradkedisttibuted written report
(copy attached to official senate secretary's
minutes) .

Senator Harford moved that the committee of eight prepare guidelines for presentation
to the Senate at its- next meeting. Upon approval of the guidelines they should be
then forwarded to MSU president, Board of Regents, and finally to the Board of Regents
Presidential Search Committee . Senator }[ueller seconded , after much discussion the
motion was passed.
Senator Walters requested Chairperson Sprague to accept his resignation from the
committee of eight and also asked that he be appropriated replaced with another suppport
staff senator .
Chairperson Sprague requested announcements from the floor.
Senator Harford mentioned the Phi Alpha Delta Pre-Law Club writing contest .
deadline is January 15, 1984 with a cash Prize of $100.00 to the winner .

Its

Senator Holton mentioned the open presidential search session set for December 9, 1983.
~

Senator Harford ~oved for adjournment with Senator Rodgers seconding , motion carried.
Meeting adj ourned ,a t 5: 15 p . m.

::o~:yi~b~~
Hayne A. Morella
Senate secretary

TO :
FROM :
HE:

Members of Faculty Organization Committee
Ben Flor3
Meeting of committee -- January 12, 1983 .

9 :00

Riggl e Room , ADUC .

Enclosed you wil l find a copy of the document "pOLICY uN ACADEMIC PRIM:UTIvN"
which I indicated I would put together . I have attempted to incor~t e in this
CFcifkin~ ~ent~the r esul ts of mytRerc ;Ptio~ onCerning the ~~res;nf the
committee with respect to various aspects 0 sa1d policy. It was of course
necessary to change some early decisions as a result of later ones which tended
to conflict with them . You might note the following factors which affect some
of t he items:
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)
6)

".

d

Reviews by department head, school dean , department ~d* school COmmlttees 7 /1. ~ I
are all independent of one another • .J.:J.,tt;A. r~ ~~ a,C..-.r ~ . ~"""
Feedback to cmdidates is provided 'lfter these reviews s.nd ;,.fter review by ~~~~
Faculty Or g.niz.tion Committee.
{J)W6-U~Jd;.
( ~i~..,.~,
School reQ!'es2ntatives of Faculty Org~z3.}3J>~ Committe~3re/rZ?pons..ib?? ?'/-. /j ?
fo r providing said feedback . tJJ1t.."~ " ~? VUI«./U..IV~ .
Faculty Organization Committee is responsiblEfor reparing standardized
forms to be used during promotion process .
.

Initial appointment criteria i ssue i s addr e sed in Minimal Criteria for
/~ • ~
C
Academic Ranks secti on of document .
r--- c1~~k .
I am sure
to be done . I know we
will wish to
on
to ch!illge the
concepts involved at a
I
I truly believe that we will be
able to complete our
having a pr oposal ready fo r the faculty during
this meetin3 next week. I encourage e3ch of you to consider carefully the
_ _ ~_ )
. . merits aT the enclosed presentation and come on Wednesday prepared to ' r;.t:inp/ &'fi. )~
the pr esentation and put it in a finished fonn . We will t hen need to ~~
strategy for presentation of same to the faculty later this semester.
7)

t

:i
I

r-'1 .?

Promotion is 'Procedure where .the f~culty provides ~
'
to, in.di~duals __
for m;.ritoriou ~ service. 1fI~ ~ f,t/~ f~ J "'100<
.e..uo <-I
-'4Jk.</(
Time peri od for r eview is approximately six week§..,
i

I am also enclosing a "Summary of Process ll sheet which could be included
as part of the document and a " sample ll letter for t he faculty .

TO:
FROM:
HE :

Faculty of ~Iorehead State University
Faculty urganization Committee
Proposed "POLICY UN ACADEMIC PRUMvTluN"

For some time, various committees :md individuals have been working t o
produce a document to rep13ce the criteria for promotion found on pages 25 and
26 in the Faculty Handbook issued Auguet ) , 1979 . After many hours of work
and as a result of the involvement many members of the faculty the enclosed
document is being presented for your consideration. At an announced faculty
meeting later t hi s semester, each of you will be given an opportunity to discuss
this document and clst a vote concerning its adoption . At this time we ask
you to find an opportunity to examine the proposal. Before doing so we wish
you to be aware of some points which have been given special attention as a
result of yo~ sug~estions and a few under~g be~efs which have directed
our work.
1)

2)

It is our perception that promotion is one process by which the faculty
~
can recognize and reward its deserving members for merito rious service to
the University. In order for promotion to specified ranks to be truly
perceived as recognition for excellence, a spund basis for ~cision making
must be available. We feel this policy will provide sarne.\ ' .(
Minimal criteria required for ranks should be consistant with those
requirements of other institutions of highe~ educa~
io with w~ch Morehead
State University is to be compared . /Jt~J
~~~~~

r

3)

The time required to complete the review process f r prom~~~
be so lengthy that a candidate fo r promotion has a long term wait ing
-~~
period before he/she lmOws p he r sults. We have proposed a period of
w.e,M?e.,..c».(v-tf
approximately six weeks.
I

-

.

.,

4) Rank assignment at the time of initial appointments should be based on
criteria consist ant with that identified for promotion considerations to
said rank.

?

5)

Reviews ~y department heads, school deans, department and school committees
should be independent of one another . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ •

6)

Feedback to candidates should be provided at several stages QJ the process
in order that candidates will be aware of the p rogressl an~ ~ll lh~e
•~
opportunities to reconsider the request for promotion. L- ~ ~

~?

11.J ~~~-.4te~?

~:~~~~~~J4
~

b-.wV,

~c-?~~
.
,

~ ~ - --"

MOREHEAD

SlATE LNIVERS/lY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4035 1

MEMORANDUM
DA~:

January 17, 1983

TO:

Steven R. Smith , COSFL Chairperson

FROM:

Patsy \fultson

RE:

Questions for submiss ion to gubernatorial candidates

C:'k.

1.

What do you see as the strengths/weaknesses of the Pritchard Report?

2.

How woul d you assess t he formula fUnding policy of the Council on Higher Education,
especially as it r elates to t he distribution of fUnds for the regional universities ,
UK and U of L?

3.

What character istic s will be uppermost in determining your appointments to the
the Board of Regents of the various universiti es and the Council on Higber Education?

4.

!·t,~ is

5.

What will be th e rol e of the Council on Higher Education in developing policy which
wil l affect t he uni versities? Speci fically, will dec i s ion making move in the dir ection
of centralization or dec ent ralization?

6.

What in your background of experience qualifies you - provides expertise - in dea l ing
with the complexities of higher education today?

7.

What experts will you utilize as advisor s in making decisions r el a t ive to high er
educa tion?

8.

With coa l revenues being down dramati cal ly, how \-"ill you cope witb economic short
fal l s in maki ng budget decisions in higb er education?

9.

Evaluate the changes which you recogni ze , in higher education in Kentucky over the
past t\olO decades .

well under s tood that the financial resources of the Commonwealth must be spread
among its many public services. With a decline or l eveling offii n revenues, what
priority wi ll you assign to the funding of higher educa tion?

10 .

Wh at do you consider to be the most important things th e univer sities can do for
themse l ves to improve their economic st atus?

11 .

vlliat new dir ect ions woul d you propose f or higher education in Kentucky during your
t erm of office?

.

IEMORANDUM
- '.

~.'

-.,

'.- .

'.

DATE:

JanuarY 24, 1983

TO:

University Sena~ors

FROM:

Patsy Whitson"

RE:

University Senate meeting, Thursday, J.anuary 27, 1983

..

d}c.

Chairperson~.

The first meeting of. the University Senate for the spring semester wil~ be held
at 4:10 p. m., Thursday, January 27, 1983 in the Riggle Room, ADUC~ 'The minutes
of the December.9, 1982 meeting are attached for your reading.' .
This wi11·be an important meetl.ng for us, since it marks the mid-point of our
Senate year." We have had five meetings and will have five more aft.er this week;"thus, we will be reviewing our failis activities and setting 'our course for the
spring. The agenda ca~ls for progress reports fr~m all the constituent committees
'and the four ad hoc ·committees. We will al'so have the final reading and vote on .
Section 2.e. of the Senate By-Laws.
.
.

"-'

.. -.....-

".'.-

-.-- ..--- •.

-~~-

~-'--

-.'

~- ...... --:-~'

-'---'~-~--7-~'-'-'"

'~--.~

-~.

-

-

-- .. _--..- ...--",-_ ......- - -

I hope you will be able to attend this Senate meeting and
glod ~ start.
..
.:
> -

--

-.

he~

get 1983 off to a·

,
...

AGENDA TOPICS in addition to roll call and action on minutes:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F~
G.
H~

I.
J.
K.
L.

..

... ----~.-

The President, who waS unable to meet with the Senate earlier in the month has
accepted an... ~nvitation to. come to this w~ek'8 meeting. He will be talking'with
us about the ~ecomme~ations we have forwarded to him as well as to 'address
other topics of concern. to him and .answer questions from the floor. I know yOu
share my appreciation ~f his accepting this invitation to meet with the Senate.

Message from President Norfleet
Second reading and voting on proposed amemdment to Senate By-Laws
Report from Ad Hoc ColIlIlittee on Student Life
Report from Ad Hoc Connnittee on University Personneh.Evaluation Procedures
Report from Ad Hoc Comnittee on Auditing Classes
Report--from Ad Hoc Comnittee, on Class Scheduling- and-At-t~ndance Policy .
Report from Coonnittee on Faculty Concerns
Report from Committee on Administratiye Concerns
Report £rom Committee on' Support-Staff Concerns
:.Report from CoIImittee on Student Concerns
Announcements
.Adjournment

i

!
l._

AGENDA
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE

January 27, 1983

A.

Call to order and determination of quorum.

B.

Roll call.

C.

Recognition of new University Senators.

D.

Action on minuteS" of December 9, 1982 Sel1:ate meeting.

E. *Chairperson's statement.
F.

Message from President Norfleet.

G.

Unfinished business.

~~*

6.

Second reading and voting on proposal to revise Senate By-Lmvs.

H.

Report from Ad Hoc Conunittee on Student Life.

r.

Report from Ad Hoc Committee on University Personnel Evaluation Procedures.

J.

Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Auditing Classes.

K.

R8port from Ad Hoc Committee on Class Scheduling and Attendance Policy;

L.

Report from Committee on

H.

Report from Couunittee on Administrative Concerns.

N.

Report from Connnittee on Support Staff Concerns.

O.

Report from Committee on Student Concerns.

P.

Announcements.

Q.

Adjournment.

Facul~y

Concerns.

*Senate Resolution forwarded to President Norfleet:
l;.Jhereas the Council on Higher Education I s Pre-College Curriculum will help
achieve a goal of the Pritchard Committee on Higher Education in Kentucky's
Future, namely that of having students adequately prepared to successfully
meet the challenge of college, be it resolved that the University Senate
supports the Council on Higher Education I s Pre-College Curriculum.
and: The University Senate resoundly rejects the October 4, 1982 guidelines
an~ particularly the 20% and 50% limitations of the Program Committee.
**Proposed amendment to Senate By-Laws, Section 2.e.:
A senator serving a three-yea.r term w'ho~ by reason of regularly assigned
university responsibilities 1 will be unable to attend Sena.te meetings for
up to one semester, shall give written authorization fqr another person
from the same constituency to serve as his/her replacement during the
period of absence.

,.;,:j

•
'.

Feb. 7,19<iii
"

"

-"

From:
Re:

Ben

Flor~

Meeti~g

~

. ,'.

.: !.,

of Committee and review of portfolios

,i~.'

"

"

Enclosed you will find:
1.)

List o,f;"pwaons r51'questing promotion.

2. )

Active policy to be followed.

3. ) Minutes of meeting of Feb. 19,1982 outlining procedures'followed in
last years process.
Please review these and begin

ex~ning

portfolios which are in room

201-k of Ginger Hall. Donna Meade, Administrative Secretary to Dr. Enge
has key to room. I would suggest we pl~ to begin our review nrccess in a
meeting on Wednesd~J February 16 from 7:30 to 9:00 by considering as
many of the candidates

for Professor rank as we can.

I am not requesting a w~eting for this week as I will be out-of-town
due to death in f~ly. I should be back by the end of the week or so
if you have any concerns olease contact me at 783-3941
. or' .784-6095.

•

--

,

ME M0 RAN DUM
To:

John Kl eber
William Clark

Faculty Organization Committee Representatives

From:

Departmental Committee
Sociology. Social Work, and Corrections

Date:

December 10, 1982

Re:

Faculty Promotions

The faculty of the Department of Sociology, Social ~Iork. and
Corrections want it to be known that they strongly encourage

feedback by all levels in the promotion review process to

ass; s t facul ty members in the; r profess i ana 1 grmvth and deve 1apment.

csh

cc:

George Dickinson
Alban Hheeler
Departmental Faculty, Sociology

Social Work, and Corrections

-

t,"

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MEMORANDUM
February 7, 1983
University Senators
Patsy Whitson,

Chairperson~'

~,

Uniyersity Senate meeting
The next meeting of the University Senate will be held at 4:10 p. m. Thursday,

February 10, 1983 in the Riggle Room, ADUC.

The minutes of the January 27,1983

meeting are attached for your reading.
At our last meeting there was considerable discussion about the mechanism for
disseminating information within the university community. I have requested
Senator Kappes, who serves as Director of Public Affairs, to explain the internal communications. system.

The Senate should profit from an understanding

of how information is accessed: and disseminated.
In response to a Senate recommendation, President Norfleet has made available
to the Senate office a copy of the University Policy Manual. Therefore, any
committee which is studying a particular problem or procedure~, may utilize this
"
manual to determine existing policy. We appreciate the President's
action.
In addition to reports from ad hoc committees, which may include discussion and/or
recommendations, the Senate standing committees will report. I understand that the
Student Concerns Committee and the Faculty Concerns Committee will be bringing some
important issues to the Senate at this meeting. The meeting's agenda, outlined
below, indicates a rather full slate of topics. However, out of respect for the
busy sehedules of Senators, every effort will be made to conclude the meeting on
time.
I hope to see you Thursday.

AGENDA:
A.
B.

c.

D.

E.
F.

G.
H.
I.

J.

K.

Chairperson's statement
Internal communications at'MSU - Kappes
Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Class Scheduling and Attendance Policy
Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Auditing Classes
Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Student Life
Report from Committee on Student Concerns
Report from Committee on Faculty Concerns
Report from Committee on Administrative Core erns
Report from Committee on Support Staff Concerns
Announcements
Adjournment

,"1/41'/-3- ?-Jq
AGENDA
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE

February lO 19~
,~

Ao

Call to order and determination of' quorum.

B.

Roll call.

C.

Recognition of new University Senators.

D.

Action on minutes of January 27, 1983 Senate meeting.

E.

Chairperson's statement.

F.

Description of MSU internal communications system - Kappes.

G.

New business.

•

*First reading of' proposed amendment to senate

H.

Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Auditing Classes.

I.

Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Student Life.

J.

Report from Committee on student Concerns.

K.

Report from Committee on Faculty Concerns.

L.

Report from Committee on Administrative Concerns.

M.

Report from Committee on Support Staff Concerns.

N.

Announcements.

O.

Adjournment.

Constitution~

* Proposed amendment to Senate Constitution, Article I Section 5:
(delete the phrase Itone-year terms'1 and replace it with Ittwo-year staggered terms)
to read:

itA total of fifteen students are to be elected to the University Senate
for two-year staggered terms. Of the fifteen, two are to be elected from
each School~ and three are to be elected from the stUdent body at-large.
A stUdent is defined as a person engaged in full-time undergraduate andl
or graduate study. It

o

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mrs. Patsy Whitson, Chairperson
University Senate

FROM:

Morris Norfleet

DATE:

February 14, 1983

,~

You and I discussed the consultant policy and I have checked
with all of the vice presidents and deans and they have indicated
this has been circulated among their faculty and staff members
and has "been discussed at various times with feedback to them
and they in turn have provided feedback in the drafting of the
policy.
Therefore, 1 feel that it has had extensive coverage and extensive
opportunity for input, and it is being revised as a result of the
last series of comments that we have had on the policy.
Attached
is the latest draft.

o

cj
Attachment

o
•

"

o

As an agency of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, Morehead state University
is charged with responsibilities of instruction, research,
and public
service. The University is aware that these responsibilities can
involve activities beyond its campus and outside the formally-assigned
duties of its faculty and staff. consulting, research, and service
based upon their professional status or expertise may involve facul~y
and staff in paid or unpaid activities which mayor may not be
contracted through University offices.
To
comply
with
federal
regulations concerning time and effort reporting for federally- £unded
grants and contracts,· and to safeguard the University's
primary
educational mission from possible conflicts of interest or loss of
contractually-obligated time. and effort,
the following principles,
standards
and procedures shall be University
policy
regarding
consulting, research, and pUblic services activities which are beyond
or in addition to formally- a-ssigned duties.

1.

o

Faculty and staff members desiring to engage in consulting,
research, and public service activities must make a formal
proposal in writing to their immediate supervisor.
The
proposals and supervisor's recommendations shall be forwarded
to the appropriate dean/director for recommendation and thence
to the appropriate Vice President (if applicable).
Such
proposals shall indicate the nature of the work to be
performed, the estimated amount of time involved, the duration
of the assignment,
and the amount of compensation.
The
proposals and administrative approval/disapproval shall be
kept as a matter of record by the appropriate senior officer.
Full.information shall be transmitted to the President.

,,

2.

3.

o
•

r/
The following prOfessional activities are eXCluded from this
policy:
occasional service on
review
panels,
site
accreditation visiting teams, professional
committees
or
boards and related voluntary professional services, lectures,
seminars, or
in-service
training
activities
at
other
institutions,
occasion~l
reading
and
evaluation
of
manuscripts, writing reviews,
serving as pxpert
witness,
rendering professional opinions, etc.

This policy is concerned only with the normal period of
assigned emptoyment of faculty and staff. Vacation periods,
weekends, holidays or other times when a member of the faculty
or staff are not assigned duties are excluded.
However, all
faculty and staff performing conSUlting services relating to
externally funded projects are required to comply with Time
and Effort Reporting (Policy 2-68) regardless of when the
services are performed •

,

o

4.

Because the activities regulated under this policy are often,
and ideally,
closely interrelated with the faculty or st~ff
member's University duties, and may indeed enhance a
faculty
or staff member's performance of University responsibilities:
and because the responsibilities of faculty and staff at times
require time
and
effort
outside
the
8-hour-a-day,
five-day-a-week framework;
some degree of felxibility and
judgment is required in the implementation of this policy.

5.

Although

flexibility

and

good

judgment

guideline for maximum involvement is
The maximum time approvable for faculty
exceed the equivalent of two
specified assignment period.

o

days

are

necessary,

a

commonly established.
or staff shall not

per

month during their

6.

Similarly, to avoid" real or apparent conflict of interest the
maximum approvable compensation shall be limited to" 20 percent
of the faculty or .' staff member's base salary for their
assigned period of University service.

7.

Regularly assigned duties must have
faculty and staff time and effort.

8.

Activities that involve significant use of other University
personnel, facilities or equipment (including computer time)
must be performed on a contractual basis wi,th the Universi.ty.
".
.,- /

9.

"The use of the "name of the University in such a way as
suggest University endorsement or support must be avoided.

10.

o
•

a

priority

claim

on

to

Any professional activities which are a par~ of regular job
related assignments are excluded from the provisions of this
policy with supervisory approval.

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

February 22, 1983
University SenatOrs

~~.

FROM:

Patsy Whitson, Chairperson

.

RE:

Senate meeting February 24, 1983

The next meeting of the University Senate will be held at 4~lO p.m. Thursday
February 24, 1983 in the Riggle Room, ADDe. The minutes of the February 10,
1983 meeting are attached for your reading,
As you will note from the agenda below, several items of special interest will
be considered. Students in particular will be concerned with the proposed revision of Senate Constitution; however, all Senators recognize the impact this
amendment , .. ill have on the makeup of the Senate, and will therefore be affected

by it.

We will also be electing the Chairperson of the Senate for next year.

The ad hoc committees will present reports of their activities and discussions.
Some of the committees hav~ had sufficient time to conclude their assignments,
and will be making final reports; we will ,,,elcome progress reports from those
ad hoc committees more recently established. The constituent committees will,
in the interest of fairness, be rotated in their location on the agenda, as has
been our custom.
President Norfleet has responded to two Senate proposals, and I will transmit his
correspondence at the meeting. It is gratifying to have the President take our
recommendations seriously and to put his considerations in writing.
AGENDA:
Chairperson's statement.
Unfinished business - consideration of proposed amendment to the-Senate Constitution.
Election of 1983-84 Senate Chairperson.
Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Class Scheduling and Attendance Policy.
Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Auditing Classes.
Report from Ad Hoc Committee on University Committee Structure.
Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Campus Life.
Report from Committee on Support Staff Concerns.
Report from Committee on Student COncerns.
Report from Committee on Faculty Concerns.
Report from Committee on Administrative Concerns.
Announcements.
Adjournment.

--

l'

I

'I

AGENDA

THE UNIVERSITY SENATE

February 24, 1983
Ae

Call to order and determination of quorum.

B.

Roll call.

c.

Action on minutes of February 10, 1983 Senate meeting.

D.

*Chairperson~s

statement.

E.

Unfinished business.
+Second reading of proposed amendment to Senate Constitution.

F.

Election of 1983-84 Senate Chairperson.

G.

Report from Ad Hoc Committee, on Glass Scheduling and Attendance Policy.

Ho

Report from.Ad Hoc Committee on Auditing Glasses.

I.

Report from Ad Hoc Committee on University Committee Structure.

J.

Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Campus Life.

K.

Report from Committee on Support Staff Concerns.

L. Report from Committee on Student Concerns.
M.

Report from Committee on Faculty Concerns.

N.

Report from Committee on Admi.nistrative 9oncerns ..

o.

Announcements.

P.

Adjournmento

*

As directed by ac.tion talcen at the February lOll 1983 Senate meeting~ the

following recomendat.ion
. 70

tlSS

forwarded to President Norfleet;

The University Senate recommends to the President» that in the spirit of
shared governance and with a view to improving internal communications,
that the Faculty Concerns Committee of the)University Senate be the body
that selects and submits the list o~ faculty members to the University
standing committees for the approval of the full £acuity&

',1

I,
,

,

"

.I
+Propoaed amendment to Senate Constitution, Article I,Section

TO READ.

5:

A total of fifteen students are to be elected to the University Senate
for two-year staggered terms. Of the fifteen, two are to be elected
£rom each Sohool, and three are to be elected from the student body
at~largem
A·student is defined as a person engaged in full-time undergraduate and/or graduate study.

AS READS:

A total of fifteen students are to be elected to the University Senate
for one-year terms. Of the fifteen, two • • • • or graduate study.

Ad Hoc Committee on University Committee Structure:
Walter Emge, Chairperson
Betty Gurley
Michael Harford
Todd Holdren
Betty Moran
Ad Hoc Committee on Class Scheduling and Attendance Poliex: (list below reflects
present committee structure)
Ted Marshall, Chairperson
Bllford Crager

Jerry Franklin

~Itie)l

Diane Ris
Janice Smiley
~,

,,
1

'I'

,!~.,,
,

; .~.
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

March 21, 1983

TO:

University Senators

FROM: Patsy Whitson, Chairperson

RE:

,

~.

I,

R.

University Senate meeting

The next meeting of the University Senate will be held at 4:10 p.m. Thursday,

March 24, 1983 in the Riggle Room, ADDe.
meetine are attached for your reading.

The minutes of the February 24, 1983

Our most efficient Elections Committee has provided all administrators, faculty
and support staff with nomination and candidacy forms to be used in filing for
the April 20 election. Since one-third of the Senate seats from those three units·
expire at the end of this term, filling those vacancies with members

i~ho

have both

the time and interest to devote to the Senate is extremely important. If you are
a £irst term Senator, consider running for reelection. Otherwise, it is. incumbent
on all of us to review the blue Senate roster, determine the vacanices in our units
and work toward having those slates filled. Remember the filing deadline is March
25, the day after our Senate meeting.
I hope you bad a good Spring Break, possibly finding some sunshine somewhere, and at
least some of you an exciting trip to Connecticut. Meanwhile, back at the ranch, we
are faced with the task of completing our Senate year in just three more meetings.
Some of our committees have met several times since our last meeting, and have a
number of things to report. The agenda follows:
A.

Chairperson's statement.

B,

Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Campus· Life.

C,

Report from Ad Roc Committee on University Committee Structure.

D,

Report from Elections Committee.

E.

Report from Committee on Administrative Concerns.

F,

Report from Committee on Support Staff Concerns.

G,

Report from Committee on Student Concerns.

H.

Report from Committee on Faculty Concerns.

I.

Announcements.

J.

Adjournment.

I
"

AGENDA
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE

March 24, 1963

A.

Call to order and determination. of quorum.

B.

Roll call.

c.

Action on minutes of February 24, 1983 Senate meeting.

D. *Chairpersonts statement.
E.

Report from Ad Hoc Committee on University Committee Structure.

F.

Report from Ad Hoc Committee on Campus Life.

G~

Report from Elections Committee.

H.

Report from Committee on Administrative Concerns.

I.

Report from Committee on Support Stafr Concerns.

J.

Report from Committee on Student Concerns.

K.

Report from Committee on Faculty Concerns.

L.

Announcements.

M.

Adjournment.

"

Senate terms which expire this year:

Graham

Burns

Hickman
Kappes

Karwatka
Franklin

Hay
Morrison

Pierce
Moran

Ris

Cornett

Gurley

Robinson

Meade

All students

201 HOWELL-MCDOWELL AD. BLDG.
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
TELEPHONE 606-783-2022

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

March 17, 1983

I
Mrs. Patsy Whitson, Chairperson
University Senate
Morehead State University

Morehead, KY

/

40351

Dear Patsy:
In regard to your most recent recommendation from the'Senate, I
have studied this and, as a result of a discussion I had with you,
I remember your saying that you were going to appoint a committee
within the University Senate to study the committee structure of
the University.
Since this relates to the committee structure,
I would like to suggest that this be incorporated as one of the
,
points the committee is requested to evaluate.

.

Currently, the system operates as follows:
When it comes time for the committee to be appointed, tpe academic
vice president and the dean of each school are contacted and asked
to suggest two names from each school to be considered to serve
on a committee to nominate the Faculty Organization Committee.
Schools approach this in different manners.
Sometimes the dean
will work with the department heads in making the suggestion.
In other cases, they will actually go through a process of
selection within the school.
Therefore, there is not uniformity
at the school level as to how this is done. The main thing that
I am always concerned about is to get people who are conscientious
and want to do a good job in selecting individuals who can carry
the tremendous burden and responsibility of membership on the
Faculty Organization Committee.
Therefore, if this meets with your approval, I would like to
have a recommendation based on the study that your committee is
doing.
Yours truly,

Morris L. Norfleet
President

cj

Faculty Concerns Committee's statement of inquiry relative to
proposed University policy on consulting:
The Senate is puzzled by the President's response regarding the policy
upon co nsultat ion .

In some schools the latest draft of which the faculty

had knowledge dates back about two years .

The newest (1) draft which re-

duces the maximum time all owed from what appears to be a state norm of one
day per week t o two days per month differs from drafts most of your facu lt y
have seen.

Is there a problem with the current limit?

Some senators fear

that you may have been perhaps misled as to the amount of distribution of
the document and as to the amount of faculty input into this po licy.

The

Senate has some questions as to the language of certain portions of the documen t (e . g .• as it presently stands the University .....ould like }ISU acknowledged if a book review is written by faculty/staff; but it is not clear if
this is de sired or prohibited if the communicat ion be an article).

The

thrust of the Senate proposal was to encourage faculty to be more active
in the research/public service arena .
puts it , that "Faculty members are

That we believe, as the NKU policy

u n ique~y

qualified to assist in meeting

a variety of society ' s needs by way of sharing their knowledge and expertise outside th e University.

However, a full-time faculty member ' s obliga-

tion to the University must take priority over any such outside activity . "

,/~.

, ,

v:u-.
fl/

GlIAiS "'i- / g.-/

TO:

Faculty of Morehead State University

FROM:

Faculty Organization Committee - Joe Bendixen, Bill Clark, David Cutts, Ben Flora,
Marc Glasser, John Kleber, George Montgomery, Flay Patton, Jim Smiley, Dan
Thomas, Charles Thompson, Vasile Venettozzi

RE:

Proposed "Policy on Academic Promotion"

/ ,?,pa

I

For some time now, various committees and individuals have been working to produce a
document to replace the criteria for promotion found on pages 25 and 26 in the Faculty
Handbook issued August 3, 1979. After many hours of work and as a result of the involv.ement
of many members of the faculty, the enclosed document is being
consideration. At a meeting of the faculty to be held. at ~~~~~~~~
ridge Hall Auditorium, each of you will be given an
and cast a vote concerning its adoption. At this time we ask you to examine the proposal.
We encourage each school to plan a meeting-:Eor their faculty in 'order to discuss the proposal. In addition, the Faculty Organiza1;.ion Committee has arranged to have a representative
available during the week of April 18-22 for the purpose of hearing your reaction and concerns.
The hours and location of these meetings are listed below. In the event that you wish to
present a motion £or substantive 'change cif. any section of this document, plea.se 'prepa:t:e ·'sa:Ld
motion in writing and, send a-copy of. it .to E.en Flora at. UPO 918 no later .:than Monday,
April 25. This .is so that we may prepare copies of your motion for d'istributipn to· the
faculty at the April 29.meeting.
A few factors which have influenced the development
you to be aware are:

of

this proposal and of which we wish·

1)

Promotion is one process by which. the faculty can recognize and reward, its deserving
members. In order .for promotion to be a rec9gnitipn of exce1l;ence., a sound basis £or
decision-making must be available.

2)

Minimal criteria required for ranks should be consistent with those pf other"institutions
of higher education comparable to Morehead State University.

3) The review process for promotion should not be so lengthy that a candidate for promotion
. -' has a long. waiting period pefore hel she knows the results. .

.

4)

Rank at initial appointment should be cons~stent with the criteria for promotion to
that rank.

5)

To guarantee independence of reviews,by departme~t heads, school deans, and department
and school committees, such review is accomplished simultaneously.

6)

Feedback to c"andidates should be- provided at several stages of process so that candidates
will be aware of the process and will have opportUnities to reconsider ~e request f~r
pro~ot~on'if they so choose.

FACULTY ORGANIZATION FEEDBACK MEETING SCHEDULE:
Monday, April 18
Tuesday, April 19
Wednesday, April 20
Thursday, Apr~l 21
Friday, April 22

3:00
9:10

4:00

10:10

8:00 9:00
11:30
12:30

12:40

1,40

Riggle Room, ADUC
East Room, ADUC
East Room, ADUC
East Room, ADUC
East Room, ADUC

,.

1tl

.,
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POLICY ON ACADEMIC PROMOTION

.,
.
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.

,

,

"
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INTRODUCTION

'.

One way a university h,as for maintain,il'l:.9' .excellence

recogni ti9~ ·,for ',quali ty

promotion.

performan~e

For a ra,nk t!J

r~.flect

memb~_rhs ...is.

.
acc0Il!plishments.
of f.acul ty.

and._pr~viding

l

through academic

.

minimal criteria for

each rank must ,be -determined, 'a"nd a process for assessing a can9.~date I s
suitabiiit~

.for

pr~inot~on must

,be

established •. Such a process and ,set of

criteria' offer the faculty an opportunity t9,r!3view and recogniz.e: its
members ...;

.. _.,~ ... t ' : - · " . 1 " : : ' · · · i '<.
... "
Th~"policy on aca:demic .promotion
teaching .faculty
includes a
. "for
. tpe
.'
.
"

description of:'
1) " :criter.ia
.f~r
'.
"
,,"

promotio~','
, .,

ranks, "3) portfolio'. .re.:.ri'ew
pr~ces~ I
.

procedures, .and 5)

promotio~

2} . mini~al .criteria
,.'

"

for academic

4) ,promotion
.. coromi
and
,
.'
,
. ttee-,:",structure
_.

~ortfolio

guidelines.

CRITERIA FOR PROMOTION

Academic promotion is for teaching faculty; therefore, faculty members
in the Bureau of Academic Affairs whose
may request promotion.
selves be promoted.

p~ima~y

responsibility is teaching

Department heads may also request that they them-

'~ll'6andidates

for promotion will be reviewed on the

quality of their performa.nce in teaching, professional growth, and service

.

.

to'the university, with review of teaching considered more important than
professional growth or 'service.

,

POLICY ON ACADEMIC PROMOTION

Minimal requirements, such as those described in what follows, are
not the sale determinants in the promotion

~rocess.

Promotion is neither

an unqualified right nor an automatic consequence of having completed a
Routine performance of duties will not be con-

certain period of service.

sidered sufficient to warrant promotion; rather, quality of performance will
be the primary consideration.
"Factors to be considered in reviewing teaching include: teaching excellence as recognized by colleagues, department heads, and school deans;
.-

·"l-

and teaching performance as assessed by students.
clude, but not be limited to, the following:

other evidence may in-

student contact activities

(advisement, supervision of internships and theses);
courses, programs,

Or

development of new

innovative instructional techniques; teaching awards

and honors.
Factors to be considered in reviewi,ng professional growth as related
,

to the"teaching are<;t may include, but not be l'imited to, the following:
research;' scholarly or creative achievements; attendance at professional
meetings ana leaoership 'roles in p-:r;o£essiona-l org-anizations'; participation
in seminars, workshops, and, graduate study 'in- the teaching field; work
:

experience; and consulting.

)f

Factors to be considered in reviewing service to the univers'ity may
include, but "not be limited to, the following: active partic'ipation'"on
university; school, and departmental ad hoo and standing coromi ttees ; ,"
sponsorship of ;;niv'ersity approve"'d 'ex"tracurricular" aotivities;'
an o£t:icial representative

c;f

the

-~niversit"y; coordination

servic~ as

"!=>f and partici-

pation in universi~y ~orkshops, conferences, c1inios, in-service and
special events"; development of proposals; development of relations with
professional groups in business, industry, trade, education, and government.
When "reviewing performance in the areas of p,rofessional growth and
service to the univers,ity, one factor which will be, conside;r-ed 'is ,whether
released time or a reduced teaching load existed for ~he. activities.
~INIMAL

CRITERIA FOR ACADEMIC RANKS

The minimal criteria set forth in this document should not be interpreted as an exclusive set of conditions to be met for automatic
advancement in rank, or so rigidly applied as to prevent promotion of

~R0M9TION

ON

ACADEMIC

PROMOTION

3

,

an individual with outstanding professional experiences and accomplishments, whose application is accompanied by tangible supporting evidence.
These criteria may be supplemented' by departmental and/or school requireSchool deans

ments agreed upon by the faculty of a department or school.

and/or department heads must inform faculty members and the Faculty Organization Committee of all supplemental requirements.
The ran.k assigned to a faculty member. when he/she is initially
appofnted must be determined by the minimal criteria as outlined in this
document with the exception of time in rank at Morehead State

Univ~rsity.

Instructor
~n

individual whose primary responsibility .is

~eaching

and who does

not melj:lt the criteria for assis.tant professor wi11 hold this rank.
masters degree in. the
~f

level

The

field is usually considered the minimal

teachin~

education for tpose holding this rank.

Assistant Professor
A candidate for the rank pf assistant_professor.should
the highest 'degree in
or show

evidenc~

,~his/her

eit~er

hold

teaching field from. an accredited institution

qf the equivalent through

professiqn~l

growth! service to

.

','

the university; and excellence in teaching_
"
"Associate Professor
,
, .
" ,A candidate for t'he rank of associate professo"r must hold the highest
~

"

, J

•

.

degree in his/her ·teacp.ing fi7l~. from an ~:c.redi~ed· ~n~titution, ~ust have
held the ra.nk of assist<;tnt .. profes,s0:: for a min?-J;llum 9f four years I

three of

which ~ust hav.e De en at 'Morehead .state,University; and must show ~Yidence
of outstanding teaching and excellence in eit.he'r profe~s.i.on~l growth or
service to .the

~niversity ..

Professor
"

A candidate for the ·rank of professor must hold the hig.hest degree
in his/her teaching £ield from.an accredited institution; must
the rank
of
.
'
. associate
w~ich

~rofessor

hav~

held

for a .minimum of f'ive years, three of

must have been at Morehead State University; and must show evidence

of outstanding teachi.ng,

p:t:of~ssional

duri.ng this period.

""'-"'---"'-:-:~":'":--"~"

..."",.......... ,

.~.

-.....

~

....

growth, and service to the un'iversity

4 •
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POLICY ON ACADEMIC PROMOTION

'PORTFOLIO REVIEW PROCESS

Each candidate for promotion
and university levels.

~il1

receive peer review at the school

A review will also be conducted at the department

level except when conditions described in the next section

Committees--structure
mental committee.

an~

Proce~ures,5)

(see Promotion

prevent the formation of a depart-

In addition to peer review, each candidate will be

reviewed by his/her department head, school dean, the Vice President for
Academic Affairs, and the President.
commendation to the Board of Regents.

The President makes the final reThe process will proceed as described

below:
INITIATION OF PROCESS
1..

Candidates submit po'rtfolioB, which consist of four copies of
the'letter of intent and curriculum vitae and one copy of
supporting documents,

to

their Deans, who place the portfolio~

in a ,secure area for review by the appropriate Departmental
Promotion Committees, Department Heads, School Promotion Committees,
and Deans.
REVIEW OF PORTFOLIOS

By Jan. 15
'BY

DEPARTMENTAL PROMOTION COMMITTEES,
.,',

'

DEPARTMENT .HEADS, SCHOOL PROMOTION COMMITTEES, AND DEANS
.'.

2.

Departmenta?- Promotion Committees, Department Heads, School' '"
Promotion ComI?ittees, and Deans independently review-,the

<

portfolios and give 'their recommend~tions to the school repre-',
sentatives of the Fac;ulty Organization Committee.
3.

As soon as these

~eviews

are,comp~eted,

*':

,By

...

Feb. 1.

the Deans send'the

portfolios to the Vice President for Academic Affairs, who

.

places the portfolios in a secure area 'for' review' by' the
Faculty organization

Commit~~e.

By

Feb. 5

FIRST FEEDBACK TO THE CANDIDATES
4.

School represe~tativ-~s of the Faculty Organization committee
inform the candidates of the appropriate Departmental Promotion
Committee's, Department Head's, School Promotion COmmittee's,
and Dean's recommendations through presentation of a: summary
form. **
* See attached forms A-D for recommendations.

**

See'attached Form E for summary recommendations.

,

I
,

5

POLICY ON ACADEMIC PROMOTION

5.

If all recommendations are for promotion, the portfolio
w~11

automatically be reviewed by the Faculty. Organization

Committee.

If any recommendation is "against promotion, the

candidate may withdraw the portfolio, ask that it be sent
on without responding, or ask that it be sent on with a letter
. ,
of" response to an"y recommendation against prom,otian.

If the

candidate chooses to sUbmit a "letter of response, it must be
submitted to the

appropri~te

9rganization Committee.

representative of the Faculty

To wi thdra.w the portfolio, a candidate

must submit a written request to the school representative of
the

F~culty

Organization Committee, who.will then return the

portfo'lio to the candidate.

By Feb. 10

REVIEW OF PORTFOLIOS BY FACULTY ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE
6.

The Faculty Organization Committee reviews the candidate's

portfolios: the recommendations by the Departmental Promotion
Commit~ees,

the Department Heads, the School Promotion Committees,

and the Deans. and any letters of response.

Then the Faculty

Organization Committee writes its recommendation for each candidate's
portfolio.

***

By Mar. 1

SECOND FEEDBACK TO THE CANDIDATES
7.

A school representative will inform the canaidate of the
Faculty Org-anization Committee's recommendation • .If the
recommendation is for promotion, the portfolio will automatically be made available for review by the vice President' for
Academic Affai+s, the President, and the Board of Regents.

If

the Faculty Organization Committee's recom~endation is against:
promotion, a school representative w.:J.ll inform the cand,idate; and
the candidate may withdraw.the portfolio, ask that it

be

sent on

without responding, 'or ask that it be sent on with a. letter of
response.

***

If the candidate chooses to submit a letter of response,

See attached' Form F for the Faculty Organization committee's
recommendation

,,

'" ~

6
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POLICY ON ACADEl:1:TC PROMOTION

i t must be submitted to the Vice President for
Affairs.

Ac~demic

To withdraw the portfolio, a candidate must submit

a written request to the school representative of the Faculty
Organ~zation

Committee, who will then return the portfolio to
By March 20

the candidate.

REVIEW OF PORTFOLIOS BY VICE, PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS,
PRESIDENT, AND BOARD OF REGENTS

8.

The Vice President for Academic Affairs reviews the portfolios,
the recommendations, and the letters of response.

The Vice

President makes a recommendation on each portfolio to the
president, who in turn recommends to the Board of Regents,
·who will make the final decision.
THIRD FEEDBACK TO THE CANDIDATES
9.

Within one week of the Board of Regents' decision,. the President
informs each candidate in writing of the decision, and the.candi~
date's

10.

portfo~io

By'J, we~k after
Board's decisio

is available for return.

Each candidate who doeS not recei.ve promoti.on. will be
invited to meet with the Vice President for Academi.c Aff.airs
for further

e~planation.

The candidate has the option to

decline this invitation.

.

P~OMOTION

..

By.;2 ,weeks aft'(:

Board '.B decisic

COMMITTEES -- STRUCTURE AND PROCEDURES

Promotion committees will be formed'and will operate within the
followi.n.g st.ructu:t:'e and procedures:.
1)

No candi.date for promotion, candidate's

spous~,

department .heads,

or deans wi.ll serve on promotion' ~ommitteeB.
2}

No faculty member will· serve 'as a reviewer on more than one promotion
commi.ttee.

However, a school representative of. the Faculty Organiza-

tion Committee may attend School Promotion Committee meetings as an
observer to be better informed about each candidate for promotion
from his/her school.

7

POLICY 0N ACADEMIC PROMOTION

3)

The Faculty Organization Committee will have two representatives
from each school of the university.

The members must be tenured.

full-time faculty members and are to be .electe"d by their schools
to .serve two-year terms..

Elections are to be staggered so that" one

new represent~tive is selected each year.
be from the same

4)

Representatives may not

d.epartment~

The School Promotion Committee will have an equal number of representatives from each department of the school.

be

tenured, full-time faculty members.

Thes~

members should

In the event that tenured

members are not available, non-tenured members may serve.
department,

repres~ntatives

In each

to this committee will be elected by

secret ballot t9 serve two-year terms.
5)

The Depar.tment Promotion Committee will be comprised of all full-time
faculty members' with the rank of assistant professor or above who
have been members of the

facul~y

of the department for at least one

year and who are not excluded by conditions land 2 above..

Any

depa,rtment with fewer tban three members a,vai1:able for this committee
will
6)

~ot

conduct a departmental committee review.

The quorum 'necessary for voting will be 'four-fifths of the membership
of a committee, with representation from each department

~or

school

committees and representation ,f.rom each school for the Faculty Organization Committee.
7)

The chairp'erson of each promotion committee will be elected -by the
committee'.
all
of

All voting on candidates will be by secret ballot.

~ominittee,

IIrl.O"

In

rec-ommendations the number of ilyes" votes and the· number

votes must be recorded.

The recommendation forms are to be

submitted to. the Faculty Organization Committee representatives;
8) . In all cases, p'romotion committees must state in writing the rationale
for ,their recommendations.
9)

The chairperson of each promotion committee is the committee's official
representative, and it is his/her re~ponsibility to spea~.for·the
committee.

10)

PROMOTION COMMITTEE DELIBERATIONS MUST BE TREATED CONFIDENTIALLY.

----- _. --

-

FORM A:

DEPAR1MENTAL aJ.MITfEE REa:M\1ENDATION .

Candidate's name._"-_ _ _ _~----------------_-----

Department _ _ _ _ _ _- - - - - - - - School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - -

Desires promotion from'___________ to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-

PROMOTE
DO NOT PROMOTE
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .'. * * * * * * * * * * * *

Recommendat'ion (Circle one)

Votes FOR _ _ __

. Votes AGAINST _ _ __

Votes ABSTAINING ._ _ __

Rationale for the v'ote (use reverse side if needed):

.

,"

.

. '\
.~

.'-

.. 1,~ •. ;."

.'
. ,
.'.

List of COllDnittee Members and Chairperson
'.

FORJll E:

I1El'A1l1NENT ,IIEAD'S RECDl'MENDATJON

CandiJate's

nam~ ~--------

______c-______________________-c__c-___________________

Department _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--;-_ _ _ _ '
Desires promotion from _____----;_ _ _-,----'_ to __________
DO NOT
PROMOTE
Recommendatipn (Circle o~e)
. * * * * * * * * * * ~ •.• * * * * * * * * * * • * * * *

PRJ~IOTE

* * * * * *

"I<

*

Indica:te all ins,tanees when released time has been awarded:

Rationale for the recommendation (use reve"rse. side "if ncellcd):

.'"

• )1,
"

Department Head's name

.

,-

-

FOR1>l C:

SCllool. ruNITfEE RECXMlENDATION

Candidate!::; name _ _ _ _ _ _ _~------------~----------

Department '_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Desires promotion from _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,to __"-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

Recommendation (Circle one)

* * * * * * * ~ * * * * * *
Votes FOR _ _ __

PROMOTE

* * *

DO NOT PROHOTE

* * * * * *. * * *

Votes AGAINST _ _ _- ,

* * * * * * * * *

Votes ABSTAINING _ _

" , .
Rationale for the vote (use reverse side if needed):

'J

,

(' _

"

."

"

..

List of Conunittee Members and Chairperson

.

*

,

,
Hllll>! Il:

.

DEAN'S RECXJ>MENIlATION
,

Cantliuate's name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,-_ _ _-,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----~Depurtn~nt -,_~~~___~-------"

School _______________________

Desires .proinoti6n from'.'---: _____- - - - to _______________________

Recommondation (Circle one)

'PROMOTE

* * '* * * * * .'. * • • • ~ • '* • , ~ '* ••

~

~---

DO NOT PROMOTE
,',

•••• •

'* * * '* •

• • • •

Rationale for tho -recommendation (use reverse sIde if needed):

,j

",
• ;

.; ,1

•• ~: • • •

'"

"
,

,

..

','

'

,

"

'

",;

".>

•

"

-,

;. .,
',' ,.-,

'

i

.. :.

i
I

'"
....

'-> .. .

,

,

..

~.

..

'

'

,

,

. ;.'

-'. '

':" >';

.',

..,.

·~·i":'-I, .. '·.:
','
"

:-f:'

,

,"

....
"
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..

.

I

"I

:, 'I
,·i

,..

,

.'

I

,

"

•

,

'

,

"

.

I
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:,;'

•

I
!

-.)
nenn's naml'

",
1

0:1

'.,
,

..

~

•____ .:._.....::1
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FORM E:

SlJl>NARY OF 'REC<:M'IEND1ITIONS

Candidate t S naille ________.,--____

Highest Degree Held _ _ _ _ _ _~_

Depart.ment _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ School -~-----------___c:_Desires promotion from _-'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _to ________-,-________
Time at Morehead _ _ _ _ __

Time since last advancement _ - - - - - - - - - -

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Departmental Conunittce RecormncndatiOll

** * *

* * * * * * * ~ * * * * *

For ,--_ _ Against _ __

Ahstain,ing, ',-__

.

SUlmnary ~tionalc:

.

,

Department Head's. RecolTDRendation

For

-~

Against _-'--_

.,

Sl.ll1IlJlary Rationale:

.. .
"

.;

.-

"
'

School COlTDTIittee

Re~oIlmendation

For _ _ _ . Against

--'_~

..

Ahstainin ~ _ _

5wrnnary Rationale:

-.'

Dean' 5 RCCOlmK~ndation:

.

For _ __

Against _ __

SWrum.try Rationale:

,

-~-.

--_.

.

'

•

•
FORM F: FACULTY ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
Candidate's name
Department

Schooi

Desires promotion' from

to

Recommendation '(Circle one)

PROMOTE

DO NOT PROMOTE

* * * * * * * .• * * * * * * .• * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Votes AGAINST

votes, FOR

Votes ABSTAINING

(use reverse side if needed);

Rationale for the vote

..
:

!

,

.. "

-

".'

~.

...
.......

List of Camm! ttee Members. oiilnd Chairperson

,

-
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MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

April 11, 1983

TO:

University Senators

t', , \

FROM:,

~ !\.
Patsy Whitson, Chairperson .1

RE:

University Senate meeting

The next meeting of the University Senate will be held at 4:10 p. m. Thursday,
April 14, 19 83 in the Riggle Room, ADUC. The minutes of the March 24, 1983
meeting are attached for your reading.
S,ince the month of April gets to be extremely busy for all of us at MSU. it is
likely that some of you Nill find you have conflicts with the April 14 and 28
Senate meetings. He h3. ve a number of important issues to be discussed, some of
which "\,;rere held over as unfinished business from aur last meeting, and of course'
a quorum is required for conducting Senate busihess. Therefore, if you must miss
~ither of these meeting~, you might want to consider sending -a proxy in prder
that your absence not h~nder the Senate from acting on all agenda items. Presi-

dent Norfleet plans to meet with the Senate on April 28.
The agenda for the April 14 meeting follows!
A.

Chairperson's statement.

B.

Unfinished business.

C.

Report from Committee on

D.

Report. from Committee on Administrative Concerns.

E.

Report from Committee on Support Staff Concerns.

F.

Report from Committee on Student Concerns.

G.

Report from Elections Committee.

H.

Report from Ad Hoc Committees.

1.

Announcements.

J.

Adjournment.

r
Fac~lty

Concerns:'

'.l'.,J_"?"·

UNIVE.'lSITY SENATE

April 14, 1983
AGENDA

~ll call and determination of quorum.

----

~.

Approval of minutes of March 24, 198) meeting.

~Chairpersonts statement.*
~~nfinished business.

~~ Report from Committee on Faculty Concerns.

~t

from Committee on Administrative Concerns.

~eport from Committee on Support Staff Concerns.

~ Report

from Elections Conunittee.

I.

Report from Ad Hoc Committees.

J.

Announcements.

K.

Adjournment.

*See President Norfleet's response to recommendations from March 24, 1983
meeting (attached).

201 HOWElL·MCDOWEll AD. BLDG.
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY A0351
TELEPHONE 606-783·2022

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Patsy Whitson

FROM:

Morris Norfleet

DATE:

April 11, 1983

fr'orJ

I am in receipt of the information in regard to recommendations made by the University Senate on April 5, 1983.

Recommendation No . 1
The University Senate recommends to the President that
the Calendar Committee seek to meet with appropriate
Rowan and Fleming County School System personnel to
attempt to coordinate Morehead State University ' s
and Rowan and Fleming Counties' spring breaks.
Patsy, I certainly appreciate this recommendation and a
study is already in motion to look at coordinating lI'l orebead
State University's spring break with the other regional
universities in Kentucky, as well as the . Ohio Vall e y Co nferenc e.
schedule of events .
We are going to have to do more coordination
of activities with the universities in the Ohio Valley
Conference than with the Rowan and Fleming County Schools,
but certainly those vacation times will be taken into consideration.
What we have tried to do in the past i3 to take our
spring break at mid point between tl1e starting of school in
January and the ending of school in May.
We will consider these factors that you have mentioned when
the committee meets.
Recommendation No . 2

,

The Senate recommends a study of the weekly class
schedule/calendar to examine the f easibility of a
schedule that will permit a regular period set aside
for meetings and address the issue of Friday absenteeism.
Patsy, I see these as two separate and distinct recommendations-both are very valid .
It was my assumption that absenteeism

'<"

Mrs. Patsy Whitson
Page 2
April 11, 1983

was being studied by a committee of the Senate already. However,
when I heard this, I was elated that you had gotten into this
particular problem because it certainly needs examining.
In
parentheses, you indicate that Vice President Emge has agreed
to assume responsibility for conducting the study.
I assure you
that I will lend all the assistance possible to both of these
studies because of the importance I feel they are to the
University, particularly the absenteeism.
At one time, we had a schedule of classes arranged so that
on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 10 o'clock, no classes would
be scheduled so that activities could be held and accomplish
the same objective to which you are referring. Gradually.
people started scheduling classes during that period and
destroyed the effectiveness of our attempt.
This was changed
back in about 1971 or 1972.
In your additional note, you say, "the Senate did not consider
all of the items brought by the Faculty Concerns Committee;
those matters will be held over for the April 14 meeting.
The first, a recommendation for the-committee to study the
status of female employees at Morehead State University."
This particular item is being evaluated right now and we
also have additional information that we have accumulated on
this.
In regard to the proposal which concerns "a recommendation
for the development of a specific policy governing merit
rais'es, II I have asked that ~:pe~:;if;ic crit_E;!i.~ b~ developed to
·be used in determining merit raise jnstifications.
I don't
know whether this is the same thing or not, but certainly it
is one that. is being looked at pr·esently . . There.fore, if .you
want to discuss any of these points with me prior to the
meeting, I will be happy to do so.
I would like to have any reactions to the policy on consulting
activities as soon as possible. That has top priority that
must be consummated immediately-.
Again, I am appreciative of these recommendations and will do
everything I can to further their study and look forward to
recommendations growing out of the studies.
cj

.-,..-.

o

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mrs. Patsy Whitson, Chairperson

University Senate

FROM:

President Morris Norfleet

DATE:

April 26, 1983

~

I have received your recommendation in regard to the following
point: .
The University Senate recommends to the president
that effective immediately copies of all draft
policies during the comment phase of their consideration be provided to all faculty and staff members of
the University.

o

This is to inform you that bas already been done as a result of
a decision made in the President's Cabinet.
We have found that
discussions have not been taking place in various areas where
they were supposed to; there:Eore, this should prevent any person
from being left out of receiving a copy of the draft policies
and enabling the indiVidual to comment during the comment phase.
Our procedure will be as fOllows:
1.

The draft policy will be mailed to each individual
to whom the policy pertains;

2.

Comments will be solicited and these comments will
be sent to the President's Office;

3.

All comments will be considered in revising the
draft policy; and

4.

After the policy has been redrafted, it will be
circulated to all individuals for additional
review and comments if changes are suggested
that would warrant another review.

When this is done, it may be necessary to have further discussion
on the policy, but if no further points are mentioned, it will
move to the finalization stage.
This process should provide
everyone ample opportunity to have input in developing the best
policies that can be prepared for the University.
cj

o

,

MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

May 2, 1983

TO:

University Senators

r--

FROM: Patsy Whitson, Chairperson
RE:

University Senate meeting; May 5, 1983

.

, <21

--=;-- --

The next meeting of the University Senate, the last scheduled for this academic year,
will be held on May 5, 1983 at 4:10 p.m. in the Riggle Room, ADUC. The minutes of
the April 14, 1983 meeting are attached for your reading.
Let me take this opportunity to express my personal appreciation for the support you
have given the University Senate this year.
As evidenced by: your good attendance
at our ten Senate meetings; your service on the four standing committees and six ad
hoc committees; and your active involvement in Senate discussions of a wide variety of
issues and the dozen recommendations we have forwarded to the President. Although we
still have a long way to go in effecting the kind of structure and influence the Senate
might ideally have, we have made some progress I think. Thanks for your contribution.
'
As you will note from the agenda below, this meeting will serve primarily as a wrap~up
for the year's activities, with final committee reports, and a message from President
Norfleet. It may be that from our discussion of committee reports further recommendations wiil be forthcoming.
~

.

I have issued an invitation to the newly elected Senators (see list below) to attend the
May 5 meeting as observers, as a way of orienting them to the Senate and this year's
activities. May I suggest that if you must be absent from the meeting, you might wish
to send an appropriate proxy from that list.
~
~

--

~---

---.--

-

-.

Hope to see·rou Thursday.

'"

AGENDA:
A.
B.
C.

E.
F.

G.
H.

Roll call and determination of quorum.
Action on minutes of April 14, 1983 meeting.
Reports from Standing Committees.
Reports from Ad Hoc Committees.
Message from President Norlfeet.
Announcements.
Adjournment.

-

Newly elected Senators
(';}1ichael Walters - Admin.
--Bernard Davis - Admin.
Jack Henson - ~dmin.
Betty Woodard - Faculty
Steve Young - Faculty
*Betty Gurley - Faculty
Frank Osborne - Faculty
Bradl~y Clough ~ Faculty
Albert Evans - Support Staff
Gene Caudill - Support Staff
*William Rodgers - Faculty
*Diane Ris"- Faculty
Milford Kuhn - Faculty
Herbert Hedgecock - Faculty
*James Robi.ns.on - Faculty

!

)

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERS ITY
TIlE UNIVERSITY SENATE

October 14, 1982
I~

I~~

AGENDA

A.

Roll call

B.

Action on September 23, 1982 meeting

~or~ frQm Elections Committee

<2.

'S... Chairperson I s statement
1) tb~~e€ appointments
2)

~~~an appointment

E'~6~
*lopOS::

or revision of Senate By-Laws

.J) ..x

Committee reports

y 1)

on..Admj nistrativ~once~ ~ ,~ .

Committee
ommi ttee on Faculty Concer.95
~
Committee on S"EUd-enr-cl:5"i'iC'E!rns
~
Committee on Support Staff concerns~

qf:
'2.'a1

~ ~)

*

G.

Ann uneements

H.

Adjournment

.

AS READS

secciO~ .
b.

ro

The University Senate has the authority to declare vacancies in its
member~p by reason of absenteeism, resig~ation. or o ther appropriate
cir7 stances.

RE~

Section 2.

b.

Membership

~

Hembership

The University Senate has the authority to declare vacancies in its
membership by reason of absenteeism, resignation , .or other appro priate circumstances. The Chairperson will l~ithdraw from membership any Senator not in attendance at any three consecutive mee tings
unless such absence has been explained, in writing. before the fact.

o

Chairperson's Statement

October 27, 1983

The Senate on October 13, by its request for copies of the twenty-

three page Albright Report, has indicated that this body does not consider
this just another report.

The Trail Blazer, the Morehead News, the Lexington

Herald-Leader, by their coverage have indica"ted that they do not consider

Administrators--deans by inviting the author, of. the
to speak with their schools and indeed Morris Norfleet by writing

this a ho-hum report.
~eport

his rebuttal report have indicated that thi.s is not a report to be dismissed
lightly,

The faculty concerns committee have met with A. -D. Albright,

Morris Norfleet, and faculty regent John R. Duncan and if my reading of the
f.c.c. is correct, this body takes the report seriously.

I also understand

that other concerns groups are attempting to or.perhaps already have held
simil~r

meetings.

lihy the interest in the Albright Report?

part.

o

Let's begin with the Albright

The Herald-Leader's October la, 1982, lead editorial ,..as entitled

IIHigher education is better because of A. D. Albright. II

Albright Has

characterized as:
a quiet, reflective man who--although he has held positiions
of power and prestige in higher education--never sought the
spotlight nor played to the crowds. He simply did the job,
and he did it splendidly--first, at the University of Kentucky,
then at the Council on Higher Education and finally as president of Northern Kentucky University.
The same editorial spoke of A. D. Albright's attitude as NKU president:
his broad vision of what was best for the entire state was
not dim:Lnished by the parochial concerns of running a. single
institution. Because it was not, he often·provided a refreshing, and reasoned, contrast to university presidents more
inclined to turf protection.
Finally, the same editorial summed up the standing of A. D. Albright within
the educational community after 38 years of service to higher education:

o

he has earned the respect and admiration of his peers--if not
the public at large--and has been a source of knowledge, ,..isdom
and vision for higher education. Even. though he is retiring,
the state would be remiss if it did not continue to look to him
for advice abLut higher education. Knotving Dr. Albright, He
are sure he would not refuse.

2

o

The assessment as to Albright's willingness to help has proved true as
witnessed by his accepting a post as scholar-in-residence and the work which
has resulted in the report w'hich you should have all received.

The Albright

Report reaches us in the best of times; in the WDrst of times.

The worst of

times because on November 12, 1983, it appears, a decision will be made as
to whether or not Morris Norfleet's contract will be allotved to expire at

the end of this fiscal year.

The good name of Albright is being used by

both the detractors arid disciplines of President Norfleet and the Albright
Report is the new holy writ with commentaries to suit the opinion of the

promulgaters.

Not since the gory ,days of the Rowan County Troubles of

1884-1887 has the connnent "In Rowan County you can hear anything" been more
appropriate.
a grade

To hear it told the report, if indeed the Albright Report was

sheet~

ranks the President everywhere from an A++ to an E--.

The

report has been called everything from a ringing. endorsement of Norfleet!s
policies and there is little that was not known as problems some years
back; to a damning indictment.

What I am indicating is that the Albright,

Report until the Board of Regents makes a decision one way or the other

c:)

(indeed in terms of ending the use of the Report as a political footballwhich way the board votes is irrelevent), one can anticipate highly colored,
emotionally-charged uses of the Albright Report.

And even after that crucial

decision is made, I think we can anticipate quite a lot of emotionalism.
In 'common

parlance~

to say that something "is just an academic question, II

has come to mean that it is of no import:

But the questions Albright has

raised are searching, are hard-nosed, and are written in such a manner as
to eliminate to the best of his ability personalities (that
questions in abstract terms).

is~

to place the

They are written in a climate of possible, yea,

probably enrollment decline, of a less than optimistic forecast of general
fund revenues, of stagnation in terms of faculty hiring.
I suspect that some of the interest of the press in the Albright Report
is due to the belief that conditions at MSU are to some degree applicable
to Kentucky schools in general.

Surely the drought is going to impact on

&unding at all state schools; enrollment expectations are often similar
among the state schools.

In addition the various college presidents are

known to speak lvith each other by phone, and at meetings, on a pretty regular

c=)

basis.

Buzzwords tend to appear on campuses almost simultaneously.

The

short time frame emphasizes the critical need, for near immediate action on

3

a number of important issues.

o

In my opinion, this is not a form of scare

tactics, but rather the result of the normal systems process of starting
with

th~

implementation date and working back, realizing that there is a

time lag between initiation of an idea and full implementation.

This is

true whether we are speaking of a farmer wishing to grow corn or the

Pentagon Hanting a B-1 Bomber.

instaneously.

You can't grow and harvest such products

Obviously, the time constraints are imposed by the beginning

of the 1984-1985 fiscal year.
I stated that the Albright Report reaches us in the best of times as.

well as the wrast" of times.

to require attention.

Best because the situation is serious enough

When I was a systems analyst at Chase Mountain Bank

and later as a procedures writer with the National Broadcasting Company,'
I was that in flush times it is nigh impossible to
in a constricting sense.

create'~.needed

changes

But in belt-tightening situations the bottom

line forces a fresh look and formerly sacred cows. become secular, heresy
often becomes official dogma.

The Albright cachet, the times, and the

wide interest both by the press and by those of us on campus may indeed
have, as some have suggested, "given the Albright Report of a life of its

o

own."

.'

Do the consitiuency groups wish to examine the document by consti-

tuency, determine what in their view is important; and then come back at
a later date to discuss the report?

Does the Senate wish to postpone any

Albright Report "recommehdationsl! until the Board of Regents settles the
presidency issue?
proceed?

Once issues are identified; how does the Senate wish to

Can the Senate carryon its ordinary business wifh this extra-

ordinary business added on?
about in the near future.

!

t

{
I
"
J

.!

o

These are questions that we may wish to think

':

. : , ..... ~~....-... ,'

0.,
COMMONWE:A\..TH OF KE:NTUCKY

COUNCIL ON HIGHER ECUCATION
. FRANKFORT
40601
HARRY

M. SNYDER

,r'/

EXE:CUTIVE Om£CTOR

December 21, 1983

Dear Morris:
In private correspondence, television appearances and, most
recently, at last week's prelegislative budgetary session;

Senator Mike Moloney has been articulating concerns about
revenue projections and progrrun priorities f~r the next
bi~nniwn.

His thoughts have signficance for the work of the

Council on Higher Education. Attached for your review are
highlighted exc~rpts of his remarks to which we may want to

o

respond.

In surrmary,- Moloney is saying:
(a:-)

Even with base or continuation funding only, the biennial
budget, wi thout new tax rev.enues, wi 11 exper ience a $400
million shortfall;

(b)

New tax revenues are required in order for Kentucky State
Goverrunent to move ahead in the delivery of essential
programs;

(c)

Higher. education is not one of those areas deserving of.
new revenues untU or unless audits are performed-which
elimina.te program and institution duplication;
.
, ~;

(d) ·The audits should be conducted 'by the instl tut'lo'ris

themselves, with the University of Kentucky takrng, the
.
.
leader,ship; or,
~

(e)

The audits should be conducted by the Council ",on Higher
Education, though it is' "not equipped"
audit; and, therefore,

(f)

o

to

cond~ct

such an

The Legislature, through l.ts Program Review Comnittee,
s'hould conduct progr~m assessments 'and audits for 'all o'f
higher education.

"

'.

-

..

Dr. Morris Norfleet
Page Two
December 21, 1983

o

While it may be difficuit for us to ascertain the accuracy of
Senator Moloney's fiscal proje.ctions and make judgments about
the extent of legislative support for his sentiment ab.out no
new funding for higher educati.on w"ithout internal reform, we
need to deci'de. if and how we wi sh to respond to hi s
allegations. His remarks -ha've the potential to divide us from
the ,support we have. built for formula funding and to isola.te
higher education from the apparent objectives of the new
admi,ni stra.t"ion to balanc~ .:the budget wi thout new taxes.
I am sending you these materials in .the hope that yo-u can give
some attention to a strategy for responding, to Senator Moloney.
We need to decide the kinds of arguments that we can best make,
who should make 'them, and in what kind of forwn.
I will try to reach you between Christmas and New Year's, after
you have given his conments some thought, t6'hear how you- wish
.to respond. J. C. will 'be in touch shortly about our meeting
on the 3rd of January. Merry Christmas, anyway.
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UNIVERSITY SENATE ROSTER

0

1983-84
Senator

constituent group

term
expires

campus
address

campus
phone

campus
mail

ADMINISTRATION
Academic Affairs

Walter Emge*

'85

GH 20l

2002

GH 201

Fiscal Affairs

Michael Walters

'86

HM 202

2119

EM. 202

Student Affairs

Buford Crager

'84

HM 301

2070

HM 301

University & Regional
Services
Administrators AtLarge

Phillip Conn

'85

GH 901

2010

GH 901

Jack Ellis

'84

CCL

2143

CCL

'84

HM 305

2011

HM 305

'86

CB 222A

2721

UPO 844

Jack Henson

'86

ADUC

2809

UPO 873

Leroy Overstreet

'85

BH 233

2631

UFO 784

Wayne Morella

'84

LC 204c

2432

UFO 276

Betty Woodard

'86

LC 301

2973

UFO 718

Judy Willard

'85

BH 315

2664

UFO 702

John Alcorn

'84

CB 218

2795

UFO 915

William Rodger s

'86

CB 319

2745

UFO 869

Michael Harford

'85

CB 314

2776

UPO 896

Randall Wells

'84

GH 401

2844

UFO 820

Diane Ris*

'86

GH 401

. 2855

UFO 751

.Ron Walke
c::aernard Davis~

QACULTY
Applied Sciences &
Technology

Business & Economics

Education

,

2169

Patsy Turnipseed

Humanities

0
*

** Have

Jim Gotsick**

'85

GH 601

2987

UFO 1335

Ina Lowe

'84

CB 417

2789

UFO 788

Milfred Kuhn

'86

BM 255

2496

UFO 1368

Frederick Mueller

'85

EM 302

2404

UFO 1311

Replacements for the fall semester.

P. Turnipseed replacing Ris.

term
expires

campus
adm-ess

campus
phone

Campus
mail

Charles Jones

'84

LA 106E

2938

UPO 776

Herbert Hedgecock

'86

LA 405

2927

UFO 836

Fred Busroe

'85

LA 316

2951

UFO 1352

Stuart Sprague

'84

RA 345

2090

UFO 846

James Robinson

'86

RA 303

2090

UFO 807

Patsy Whitson

'85

RA 335

2090

UFO 848

Charles Holt

'84

RA 114

2590

UFO 738

Ted Marshall

'84

RA 331

2090

UFO 1315

Jack Peters

'84

CB 313A

2753

UFO 818

Betty Gurley

'86

CB 414c

2785

UFO 817

Bradley Clough

'86

GH 601

2980

UFO 813

Frank Osborne

'86

GH 601

2984

UFO 1355

John Vanhoose

'85

LC

204

2415

UFO 737

Donal Hay

'85

LC

210F

2424

UFO 760

Jay Flippin

'85

BM 301

2403

UPO 694

Leo Blair

'85

BM 248

2491

UFO 1307

Pepper Tyree

'84

LC 209

2426

UFO 692

Steve Young

'86

GH 210

2897

UFO 875

CAlbert Evans)

'86

CCL

'84

EM 204

-

CCL

Constituent Group

Senator

Sciences & Maths.

0

Social Sciences

Faculty At-Large

"

0

SUPPORT STAFF
Academic Affairs

..
Fiscal Aff'airs

Charlotte Dowdy

.2117

HM 204

2011

HM 305

•

Student Affairs

Marylene Fryman

'85

HM 305

University & Regional
Services

John Wolfe

'84

WMKY

2001

'85

EM 204

2242

HM 204

'86

HM 207

2115

UFO 1237

Support Staff' At-Large Ron Jones

0

;zz5D

Gene Caudill

.,

RECOMMENDATIONS FROH THE UNIVERSITY SENATE TO THE PRESIDENT

1982-1983

o

1.

(October 14, 1982)
l~e support the recommendations from the Administrative Concerns:Committee

that twelve-month faculty and staff employees of the University be issued
identification cards in June of each year. II

Response:

See minutes of October 28, 1983 Senate meeting~ "President Norfleet responded with an affirmative and the identification cards
will be issued in June.

2.

II

(October 28, 1982)
"The University Senate recommends that Morehead State University institute

a ceiling on the student activity fee, that the fee not exceed $35. per
year during the next three years, with an increase of not more than $5.
per academic year, and that not more than one-half of the total fee go
toward anyone area. 1I

Response: See President's letter of January 12, 1983, which reads in part:
III do not feel it in the best interest of the University to place
a cap on any fee currently in effect as a result of Board of
Regents' action." President's reasons explained in letter.

3.

o

(November 11, 1983)
liThe University Senate recommends that the Chairperson of the University
Senate receive a copy of the updated policy manuals and copies of drafts
of proposed policies as they circulate, in order that the Chairperson may
share this information with the Senate. 1I
Response:

4.

Senate office received Policy Manual.
Senate office received copy of consultant policy draft (see letter
of February 14, 1983)

(November 11, 1983)
liThe University Senate proposes that the Faculty Organization Cormnittee
or some other standing Committee of the faculty, review rank of initial
appointments, tenure and leaves as well as promotion in rank of faculty.
The Committee itself should develop policy."
Response:

5.

Two-page letter of February 4, 1983 explaining President's
reasons for not implementing recommendation as outlined above.

(November 11, 1983)
liThe Senate recognizes the need for a consistent consulting policy.
The Senate recognizes the differing responsibilities of administrators,
staff and faculty.
The Senate recognizes the value gained by Morehead State University through
the prestige of personnel involved in consulting in their respective fields.

o

The Senate recognizes the monetary value to the university when university
coordinated consulting takes place.

Be it therefore resolved~ the University Senate recommends that any policy
on consulting of faculty~ administrators and staff be designed to encourage
consulting activities insofar as the activities do not conflict with the
assigned duties of the personnels' position."

o

Response: No written d.irect response. Recommendation fonvarded for can!"
sideration by Cabinet; subsequent draft(s) formulated; Senate
office received copy on February 14. 1983; shared with Senate
at next meeting; Faculty Concerns Committee responded to President at March 24. 1983 Senate meeting in the form of "inquiryll
attacned" to mtuutes .("inquiry" specifically questioned consulting time constrain.ts imposed by latest draft, i.e •• from
four to two-day monthly limit; and whether draft has been sufficiently circulated to elicit comment); presi~ent:s.April
1983 letter invites immediate comment before flnallzlng P011CY·

:1,

6.

(December 9, 1982) A Resolution
'~\lhereas the Council on Higher Education's Pre-College Curriculum will
help achieve a goal of the Prichard Committee on Higher Education in
Kentucky's Future, namely that of having students adequately prepared
to successfully meet the challenge of college, be it resolved that the
University Senate supports the Council on Higher Education's Pre-College
Curriculum. II
Addendum: "The University Senate resoundly rejects the October 4, 1982
guidelines and particularly the 20% and 50% limitations of the Program
Committee. 11
Response:

o

7.

None requested.

(February la, 1983)
"The University Senate recommends to the President, that in the spirit
of shared governance and with a view to improving internal communications,
that the Faculty Concerns Committee of the University Senate be the body
that selects and submits the list of faculty members to the university
standing committees for the approval of the full faculty."
Response: See President's letter of March 17, 1983, which states in part:
"Since this relates to the committee structure, I would like to suggest
that this be incorporated as one of the points the committee is requested
to evaluate. 1I (reference is to Senate Committee on University Committee
Structure)

8.

(March 24, 1983)
"The University Senate recommends that disability insurance be considered,
as a budgetary item, for a f~inge benefit for university employees and
that the Insurance Committee, or whoever, look into the feasibility and
implementation of such a plan."
Response:

o

9.

(March 24, 1983)
"The Senate recommends to the President that the Calendar Connnittee seek
to meet with appropriate Rowan and Fleming County School System personnel

o

in order to attempt to coordinate Morehead State University's and Rowan

and Fleming County's spring breaks. 1I
Response:

See President's letter of April 11, 1983, which indicates that

a study is !'already in motion to look at coordinating Morehead State Uni-

versity's spring break with the other regional universities in Kentucky,
as well as the Ohio Valley Conference schedule of events. We are going to have
to do more coordination of activities with the universities in the Ohio
Valley Conference than with the Rowan and Fleming County Schools, but
certainly those vacation times will be taken into consideration. II
10.

(March 24, 1983)
liThe Senate recommends a study of the weekly class schedule/calendar
to examine the feasibility of a schedule that will permit a regular
period set aside for meetings and address the issue of Friday absenteeism. II
Response: President's letter of April 11, 1983 suggests the two issues both valid - are separate and distinct, and " • • . I assure you that I
will lend all the assistance possible to both of these studies.
"

11.

(April 19, 1983)

liThe Senate recommends to the President the following regarding merit
raises:

o

Whereas it is current practice for differential levels of annual salary
increments to be awarded Morehead State University faculty;
Whereas no objective standard has been established for arriving at
differential pay increases;
Whereas in the absence of published objective criteria, awards may be
subject to favoritism or patronage;
Whereas a clearly articulated merit raise policy would serve to challenge
faculty toward greater professional effort and increase faculty morale;
Be it resolved that objective criteria for merit raises be established
at the departmental level and be put into place after being agreed to
by their respective faculties. II

12.

o

(April 14, 1983)
liThe University Senate recommends to the President, that effective
immediately, copies of all 'draft' policies, during the comment phase
of their consideration, be provided to all faculty and staff members
of the University.1I

